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ABSTRACT
This thesis sought to investigate affordances and outcomes of targeted fast-food advertising
in Kuwaiti Facebook. Affordances as used here implies properties of Facebook advertising, which
show Facebook users actions they can take. This study contributes to understanding of how
Facebook advertising may impact dietary choices of Kuwaitis Facebook users, from fast foods
advertised on Facebook timelines. Facebook is a popular social site used by a high number of
consumer groups, and advertisers. Increasingly advertisers are using Facebook as a tool of
outreach, that they intend to use to convert potential consumers into buyers. Facebook advertising
is increasingly placing products conspicuously to potential users heightening probabilities of
contributing to some degree of targeted users. Facebook advertising applies algorithms that cluster
and send suitable ads to users of the platform. The advertising messages reach out to targets, deliver
message of product offerings, and increase chances of playing important decision-making roles of
users. The underlying technique used by Facebook advertising algorithms is priming. While social
media is a social networking site where people interact, algorithms infused in Facebook increase
presence relevant products to several Facebook users.
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DEFINITION OF WORDS
Returns on investment:

A performance measure for evaluating profitability or efficiency of
an investment

Artificial intelligence (AI): Refers to the ability of a robot controlled by a computer or ability
of a computer to perform tasks usually done by humans because
they need human discernment and intelligence.
Economics of attention:

Refers to a management approach to information management that
considers and treats human information as a rare/scarce commodity
and applies economic theory to solve several information
management problems.

Informercials:

Advertising that promotes a product in an educational and
purportedly objective style.

Advertorials:

Newspaper ads or magazine ads that give information concerning a
product in an objective journalistic article, or in the style of an
editorial.

Thruplay:

Facebook technique where Facebook bills advertisers only for
videos that ad targets watch entirely or for at least 15 seconds of
the advertisements, whichever comes first.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Marketing is a powerful tool to attract consumers. In the marketing function, the internet
is its most powerful accessory because of its nearly limitless reach. Many businesses are turning
to the internet for advertising of their products. Social media is turning to be an arena of massive
marketing campaigns as many companies scramble for the attention and space from prospective
consumers. The focus this research concerns the impact of social media advertising in Kuwait in
relation to the dietary choices and health outcomes of the youthful generation in Kuwait.
Youthful age does not have a consensus of definition. For the purposes of statistics, the United
Nations however describes persons in the ages between 15 and 24 years old as youthful. In the
context of this research, I will go by the definition of the Common Wealth. The Common Wealth
describes the youthful age as the ages between 14 and 29 years (Curtain, 2001). In Kuwait,
Facebook is the most vastly used social media platform with 3 million active monthly users from
a total population of 4,320,510 people (Davis, 2019). Instagram, an affiliate of Facebook, is the
second most used social site platform in Kuwait with 1.8 million per month active users. Twitter
comes in the third place as the most used social media site in Kuwait. Twitter has 1.68 million
active users per month. Lastly, Snapchat comes in the fourth place in Kuwait with 1.65 million
active users every month.
This thesis investigates how advertisers of fast foods are using visual media on Facebook
to exploit important power to persuade young people to purchase their products. This work
explores the subject qualitatively to enable understanding of the impacts of the influence of
visual media in conveying strong actionable messages that prompt users of Facebook to take
actions that have significant impacts on their health outcomes. The thesis analyzes the
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effectiveness of Facebook advertising in transforming consumers choices through metaphorical
presentation and Artificial Intelligence driven triangulation of users.
Introduction to the problem
Concerns are growing world over about a significantly increasing rate of obesity.
According to the World Health Organization, overweight and obesity refer to excessive or
abnormal accumulation of fat that present health risks. A body mass index that is more than 25
is considered overweight while a body mass index of 30 and over is considered obese. Body
mass index is the weight of a person in kilograms divided by the square of the person’s height in
meters (Kompaniyets, Goodman, Belay, Freedman, Sucosky, Lange, & Blanck, 2021). BMI is a
technique used to screen for categories of weight that may cause health problems, but does not
diagnose the health of an individual or an individual’s body fatness. Schwartz, Chambliss,
Brownell, Blair and Billington (2003) assert that far from common belief, obesity does not
expressly imply existence of health problems or diseases. However, they concur with other
scholars and experts that obesity is a risk factor for other medical conditions. Obesity does not
always cause negative health effects but heightens chances of suffering serious illnesses.
Obesity is an epidemic that is not showing any signs of slowing down in most countries around
the world (Abarca-Gómez, Abdeen, Hamid, Abu-Rmeileh, Acosta-Cazares, Acuin, & Cho,
2017).
According to The World Bank (2020), globally, overweight and obesity account for
more than 4 million deaths annually. These deaths from obesity are even rising according to
projections. Specially affected is the Eastern Mediterranean region that suffers serious obesity
epidemic and the consequences of obesity. According to the Global Burden of Diseases, the
obesity prevalence in 1980 was 15% and increased to 21% in 2015 in the Eastern Mediterranean
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region. This increase is much higher than the average global increase. In 2015, the global
average increase was 12%. Obesity prevalence in adults in Kuwait according to the estimates of
the Global Burden Disease is 49% in women and 41% in the male population. These figures are
only second to Qatar, which leads in the highest prevalence of obesity within the Eastern
Mediterranean Region (Mokdad, El Bcheraoui, Afshin, Charara, Khalil, Moradi-Lakeh, &
Murray, 2018). From previous records taken in 1980 prevalence of obesity in Kuwaiti adults
was 23% in men and in women, it was 39% in the 1980’s period. In 2006, obesity among men
was 36% and 48% among women between the ages 20 and 64 (Elbasmy, 2000). In 2014, there
was a survey amongst adults in Kuwait to assess the prevalence of non-communicable diseases
and allied risk factors of these diseases. From the study, obesity prevalence in Kuwait in men
was 40.3%, while the overweight prevalence of men was 37%. In women, obesity prevalence
was 42% while overweight prevalence was 32.1% (Weiderpass, Botteri, Longenecker,
Alkandari, Al-Wotayan, Al Duwairi, & Tuomilehto, 2019).
While obesity is an international-scale epidemic and does not show signs of slowing
down, it is not as clear what the accelerators of the epidemic are. The marketing practices of
outlets selling foods that have lots of calories in small quantities and the drastic reduction in
physical activities by humans are some of the leading alleged causes of obesity (Wardle, 2007).
Reduced activity, high consumption of energy dense foods and intense advertising of energy
dense foods may contribute to obesity; however, it is not clear how advertising of energy dense
foods may accelerate obesity rise since people have the discretion of choice. This research
investigates how fast-food advertising on Facebook contributes to increase of overweight and
obesity cases in Kuwait.
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1.2 The problem
The leading causes of obesity are eating foods that have high calories and the
corresponding eating behaviors—eating high amounts of high calorie foods (Wadden & Bray,
2018). Food choices and feeding behaviors are subjective—systematic consumption of high
amounts of high calorie foods may lead to overweight and obesity systematically (McDermott et
al., 2015). Food Advertising increases chances of people’s choosing foods they are in constant
interaction—increasing possibilities of determining their feeding patterns that may eventually
lead consumers to form erratic feeding patterns and food choices (Ozimek & Żakowska‐
Biemans, 2011).
Considering the way social media affects people’s choices, there are two major divisions
of these persuasions that determine people’s behaviors (Dohalit, Salam, Mutalib, Yusoff, &
Azman, 2018). These are micro-suasion and macro-suasion. The first category of the influences
of social media relates to the micro-suasion level. At this level, features of a product are meant to
persuade (Gkika & Lekakos, 2014). At the micro level, the social media actively seeks to
convince and convert potential consumers into actual consumers by giving intimate details about
superior qualities of a product. For example, an image advertising pizza may incorporate a
generous topping of meat or chicken. Macro-suasion level of persuasion literally means that
persuasion and motivation is the only reason a product exists—the product design as a whole,
aims to achieve persuasive outcome. Macro-suasion is the element of value proposition, while
micro-suasion relates to conversion. These concepts explain the power that Facebook advertising
carries—from the power to present a product to a profiled potential customer, and converting the
potential consumer into an actual consumer of a product in the setting of Kuwait Facebook user
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profiles. The macro-suasion and micro-suasion elements lead this research thesis into a rhetorical
analysis of influences of Facebook fast-food advertising on consumers’ choices of fast foods.
Looking at the studies from the past that have considered advertising from the
perspectives of persuasion and manipulation, Kellner and Harms (1991) states that advertising
creates to consumers visual meanings or meanings of visual imagery. According to these
scholars, “cultural forms of social communication create meanings through non-discursive visual
imagery which come to shape consciousness and behavior subtly by sanctioning some forms of
thought and behavior while delegitimating others” (p. 7). In this sense, advertising plays a role of
conveyance of positive presentations of items through images. In the context of food choices,
advertisers visually present advertisement images of meals to present attractive and flawless food
images to evoke impressions of maximum taste utility and at other times portray who we should
be (Goffman, 1979). For example, fast food advertisements on Facebook correlate with “wellgroomed and fashioned men and women who want to be successful in the dating and romance
game” (Espinar-Ruiz & González-Díaz, 2012 p.110). Such advertisements create an impression
of proper meals for dates setting standards that men and women should not settle below
concerning date meals. The result of these advertisements creates a culture where image and
impression are more important than the caloric requirements and limits. While the verbal
presentation is broad, the visual imagery is non-discursive, associative, emotional, fictive, and
ironic. The visual imageries therefore create greater meanings to consumers of fast foods for
instance, visual imageries can give consumers impressions of special unique tasty savors, which
will prompt users to make purchase decisions to reconcile the visual presentations and the
imaginations of how the food ought to taste. In turn, these derived meanings influence the
consciousness and actions in subtle ways. The behaviors sanction programmed patterns of
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thoughts and behaviors. While these patterns of thoughts and behaviors form, others become
delegitimatized in that when people get to sample fast-foods first seen on advertisements and the
actual tastes meet or exceed their expectations, health consciousness reasons against fast foods
quickly become secondary considerations or are not considered completely (Folkvord, van der
Zanden, & Pabian, 2020).
The Facebook advertisements on fast foods put very little emphasis on communication of
specific information about the foods. Usually, these advertisements put greater focus on
communicating the symbolic and the social elements of the products. Consequently, this implies
that in a society that is consumer oriented, people align and define themselves as
customers/consumer. In the minds of these customers, they have the persuasion that they are
gaining important gratification from consuming the advertised fast foods. In this connection,
advertisers generate systems of identity, prestige, meaning, and gratification from consumption.
In the mode of advertisements on Facebook, the advertisers create systems of sense,
distinctiveness, and stature. These meanings, the advertisers achieve when they associate their
products with specific lifestyles, pleasures, and symbolic values (Harms & Kellner, 1991).
Facebook advertising plays an important role to transition people into a new cultural
image—the media culture, which is metaphorical. The most relevant aspect in this case is
Facebook as an interloper—where Facebook is an external actor that influences the lives of
users. Here Facebook represents an oppositional force against the conventional and scientific
values of proper nutrition (Belair-Gagnon & Holton, 2018).
In this culture of Facebook advertising, the social life domains become subject of the
imagery notices in attempting to evoke positive impressions of a company or a product that
consumers may consider. dvertisements aim to give iconic representation of images that are
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primarily persuasive. These images have greater effect on the decision making of the consumers,
behavior of the target consumers, and the affective opinions of the advertisement targets. In this
format of advertisements, the verbal discourse relegates to the background because the picture
speak element of the advertisement images conveys the message of the need to consume the
foods much better than words can explain (Block, 1986).
At this point when the verbal discourse is diminutive or lacking, people get into
consumption without consideration or the full conscious awareness of their choices. Inoue (2007)
explains visual advertisement saying that mages form part of psychological communication
semantics namely cognitive science. Pictures represent ideas conceptualized by the mind that
cannot be put in words to achieve the striking effects of the pictures. Pictures draw relevance of
ideas sketched in the mind. Carston (2018) discusses Plato’s concept of mental imagery, an idea
widely explored in visual advertisements. Mental imagery also colloquially referred to as
visualization, hearing in the head, or seeing through the mind’s eyes, imagining or feeling is a
quasi-perceptual experience that is synonymous with perceptual experience, but happens in the
absence of the suitable external stimuli. There is a general understanding that it bears
intentionality—for example, mental impressions always represent images of something, and
therefore function as a method of mental representation. Experiences of imagery are copies,
echoes, or reconstructions of real perceptual experiences from people’s past, and other times,
may seem to anticipate often desired, possible, or future experiences. Imagery therefore plays a
pivotal role in motivation and memory. It mediates creative, inventive, and visuo-spatial
reasoning—the ability to reason, understand, and recall spatial relations between objects or space
(Shokri-Kojori, Motes, Rypma, & Krawczyk, 2012). Mental imagery is therefore crucial in all
thought processes.
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Social media advertising in relation to this trend is a variant of social communication that
establishes a systematically skewed information system. The twists result from the irrational
techniques, imagistic techniques, and presentations that affect people unconsciously and
subliminally. As a result, Facebook advertisement promotes the fetishism of unhealthy foods.
The customers fetishized consciousness leads them to go into shopping and consumption spree
of foods that advertisers associate with socially trendy traits, and symbolic attributes (Tucker,
2016). Yuran (2017) discusses television advertising in a way that explains how Facebook can
lead to ideas about what people consider sought after food. Using analogy of the political
economy, he says that television, produces “audience commodity” that advertisers buy.
Facebook situates its economic outcomes within the sphere of users and subjectivity—as it
portrays advertised brands as economic objects that have qualities, which other brands known to
targeted users cannot provide. As such, instead of ideology that is principally an epistemological
class, Facebook advertisements propose to ground products on fetishism, on an ontological
category. This approach involves a shift in the topology of assessment of visual ad images.
While the ideological pattern considers images as exaggerated or false representation of reality,
according to Marx, in fetishism, objects "appear as what they are". Facebook ad images are
therefore distinctive fetishistic visual representations that create visual impressions that
Facebook users construe as most sought-after products.
According to Garretson and Burton (2005), these trends in consumption amount to a
situation where the advertising campaigns work affect people’s choice to purchase in very subtle
ways. Advertising has a subtle effect on the consumers of fast foods. This subtle advertising
influence works in several ways. Kim, Hsu, Neiman, Kou, Bankston, Kim, and Raskutti (2018)
say that Facebook advertising promote images, which are not equivalent to the truth. Instead, the
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advertisers present these images in ways that are relatively truthful. The effect of these
advertisements is that they convince people to make buying decisions of a product. For example,
some advertisements convince people that consuming a specific product or patronizing a specific
joint will automatically bring them happiness, or raise their social status image, and it must be as
such, because the advertising message ‘proves’ it.
On Facebook repetitive advertisement messages, which emphasize the superiority of
products over other products for example Starbucks over Dunkin Donuts, can unconsciously
influence the decisions on a product that a consumer prefers. Even when the consumers do not
like the annoying repetitiveness of the advertisements, the repeated form of these advertisements
can still lead any to purchase decisions (Gaber and Wright, 2014).
Advertisements also often feature renowned celebrities or influencers. According to Jolly
(2011), Ben Bagdikian claims that a high availability of foods high in sugar, salt, and fat—also
called junk foods in the world makes healthy eating a difficult task. Bagdikian, a media critic
asserts that advertisers change the program content according to different demographics of
audiences in order to achieve different advertising objectives such as sales promotion to one
category, and product awareness to another category of target. These changes aim to make the
advertisement less important than the type of the person they are targeting. These schemes of
advertisement are prevalent on certain Tv shows like the “Survivors” series. A keen look at these
programs reveals that the advertisers “dumb down” the programs. While there is little focus on
the programs, greater emphasis is to initiate the promotion of consumerism or the mood of
buying. This type of advertising programming is a carefully crafted light, non-political, and noncontroversial programming of people into consumerism. A casual look at advertising history,
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indicates that this form of advertising has been very common in the magazines and this practice
is now on the social platforms to promote consumerism (Jolly, 2011).
According to Hitlin and Rainie (2019), on Facebook, advertisements follow a pattern that
has been in long practice down the line in the history of advertising albeit with modern tweaks.
The advertisers on Facebook have been selectively placing their advertisements based on time,
and the places that people frequent. Just as the magazine advertisers used to carefully select
articles that would interest readers to place their advertisements, today, the Facebook advertisers
follow their target consumers wherever they go. Facebook uses algorithm systems that predict
the patterns, ages groups, and routines of their target consumers. Algorithms are how Facebook
orders and presents posts on users’ timelines to show users what is relevant to them based on
personal information that Facebook has collected from users and third parties affiliated to
Facebook that transmit Facebook users offline and off-Facebook sites. In this sense, Facebook is
becoming a considerably good platform that supports advertisements of products (Frandsen,
Thow, and Ferguson, 2016).
Anspach (2017) says that with the algorithm system, the Facebook advertising of today is
quite similar to the old magazine advertisement. There are various social sites other than
Facebook. Some social sites put people on analytic mind frame and so advertisers avoid these
social sites and target social sites where people are not bound or encouraged to think or engage
their brains seriously. Wang, Norcie, Komanduri, Acquisti, Leon, and Cranor, (2011) assert that
most of the advertisements depend on the tendency of people to follow fantasy, idleness, and
feel-good situations. Within groups or proximate to posts that make people feel good, advertisers
place their advertisements. In relation to fast foods, the advertisers optimize the release of their
advertisement messages at the points when their targets are most vulnerable. Most of these
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advertisements come when people are likely hungry, and when people are proximate to the fastfood outlets. At these moments of vulnerability and proximity, the people are good prospects to
make buying decisions of the products advertised on Facebook. The Facebook advertisements
are versatile and they come even with notification features. With these features, immediately a
target logs into the social site, the first information is the advertisement of the fast-food (Su,
Reynolds, & Sun, 2015).
The advertisers use a number of other means to persuade their targets on Facebook.
These strategies seek to have people make purchasing decisions. These strategies include
informercials, and advertorials. The advertisers present these news items as legitimate news
items (Flick, 2016).
Apart from the news items, the advertisers use a strategy known as advertainment. In this
strategy, the advertisers disguise advertisements as pieces of entertainment. These pieces of
advertainment often come in series of short films that the advertisers produce and release to the
internet. The advertainment film snippets usually have celebrities like comedians with huge
following. By the end of these film snippets, sections of the people that watch have a high
likelihood of making buying decisions of the products featured in the advertainments (Susser,
Roessler, & Nissenbaum, 2019).
According to Jung, Shim, Jin, and Khang (2016), advertisers also explore product
placement as a strategy of promotion on Facebook. This technique has been around for a long
time especially on films where advertisers place their products on people’s favorite channels.
These placements also occur on video game channels, on popular song streaming channels and
groups and on Facebook where there are active users.
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The trends set in the Facebook advertisements culminate into a concept known as the
commodity aesthetics. This concept of “commodity aesthetics” is problematic because it denies
people the willful choice. Instead, it shapes people’s perceptions, values, and consumer behavior
within a capitalistic marketplace (Haug, 2006). Within the contemporary marketplace, the
commodity aesthetics integrates the behaviors of people to make them espouse lifestyles of
consumer capitalism. In this concept, there is a problem realization between the use of a product
and the value accrued from a product, as well as the exchange value. According to this concept,
the integration of aesthetics into the production, marketing, and distribution of commodities
depend on the aesthetic value of the products marketed and sold to the consumers. According to
Susser et al. (2018), through online manipulation sellers of products essentially produce the
products with an underlying design meant to stimulate the desire of the onlookers to possess the
product—thus instigate an impulse buying action on the buyer. In other words, the aesthetics of
the food commodities marketed on Facebook concentrate on the aesthetic appeal of these foods
to sell their products to the target consumers. The seller’s other point of concentration is the
consumer capitalism angle in the form of packaging, advertising, display, and marketing. In the
context of sales of these products marketed on Facebook, the sellers concentrate on appearance
and image in the contemporary setting of social media. These marketing prioritization elements
indicate how image has an intrinsic connection to the capitalist economy and the sales efforts of
the vendors of high caloric foods aggressively marketed on Facebook. For example, food visual
aesthetics technique uses arousing colors like orange, yellow, and red to enhance the food
image’s likeability and aesthetic appeal (Vermeir & Roose, 2020).
Product aesthetics promise potential consumers happiness that the advertisers engineer
through the display of images that are appealing to the sensuality and human needs. Horkheimer
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and Adorno, (2006) discussed the culture industry, which they referred to as the industry of
consciousness. In more clear terms, they called it an industry of illusion or distraction because it
is an industry that thrives on the exploitation of people’s needs through manipulation of the
needy to accept to live by the principles of consumer capitalism. When making this assessment
Horkheimer and Adorno stated that in a rational way of thinking, people cannot derive any
meaningful objective within the capitalist system—Adorno argued that the modern society is
mechanical, dominating, and formulaic like the workplace—therefore, humans in the modern
society are programmed to work, and seek leisure to escape the workplace monotony. In this
process, humans merely change to a different piece of machine—from producers to consumers—
and there is no chance that people may become free individuals that can participate in creation of
society, whether at work, or at play (McArthur, 2020). Knowing this, the distraction industry
also the advertisement industry is seemingly a good investment for the whole system as well as
the private businesses operated competently. The advertisement industry therefore characterizes
shades and shadows and fills in the spaces that capitalism left open. Socialism is the only
element that can fill these spaces left by capitalism with an element of reality. The programmed
nature of people creates a need to break away and food is one avenue for breaking from the
cycle. Food aesthetic presentations are capable of provoking better satisfying feelings and
thoughts, because these presentations transform in indelible forms that may speak to people,
even people may be miles away from the creations (Murawski, 2018).
The critique by Horkheimer and Adorno (2006) is based on analysis of the ways, which
advertising helps the capitalist economy to capitalize profits. Advertisers therefore corrupt their
target markets through the visual excesses that make the people opt for their high caloric value
foods advertised on Facebook. Even though there is sufficient manipulation of the consumers,
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advertisers are not an evil consortium that shortchange their clients to drive them into capitalistic
consumption. The actual cause of the great focus on the aesthetics of commodities is a logical
outcome of the uncontrolled economic functions (Haug, 2006). The uncontrolled economic
functions have been developing for a long time. For example, within the economic functions,
there is pressure to maximize the accumulation of capital or succumb to business failure. The
most important insight by Haug is that the manipulation of the consumers is a lesser technique
than the historical process. Some countries are characteristic of pure capitalist historical process
has typically been forcing businesses to maximize on their earnings by all means at their disposal
and to give the buyers needs to purchase products, which some time, people do not need to buy.
A critical part of the critique adduced by Haug against capitalism and the manipulation of
buyers involves the formatting of sensualism and how the human essential needs and character
structures alter in under the pressure from a frequently changing possibility of satisfaction drawn
from commodities. Haug (2006) states that the drive for value of exchange initiates a concern
with the appearance of commodities, which epitomizes in the sensual technocracy that involves
the domination over people that is affected through the fascination of the people with artificial
technical appearances produced by vendors of goods. This process converts the sensual beings
(consumers) into a dependent variable of the process of capital valorization (Haug, 2006). To put
this into context, the sale of commodities needs the seller to promise the buyer of a derivative
value from use of the product. The process of convincing the buyers on the value derived from
using the product involves infusing images that may be appealing to the needs and senses of the
consumers. These sellers can moreover never fully satisfy these needs if they are to continue on
the path of capital accumulation. It therefore emerges that the aesthetic motivation, fashion, and
planned obsolesce are all elements that the sellers engineer in order to continue on the pathway
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of consumerism and accumulation of capital from their target markets. In this sense, the
appearance of the products will therefore offer greater promise, much more promise than it can
deliver. As such, the illusion of aesthetic marketing is deceptive to the consumers.
According to Serra-Majem and Bautista-Castaño (2013), excessive consumption patterns
and the food choices that people consume are the main causative factors of obesity. Facebook
advertisement of high caloric foods takes on an aesthetic visual method of reaching out to the
consumers. In Kuwait, Facebook is the leading social media in terms of usage among the
youthful population. Facebook influences the consumption patterns of majority of users
(Koiranen, Keipi, Koivula, & Räsänen, 2019). High caloric value foods only translate to high
prevalence of obesity among the youth. Obesity in youth is a serious public health concern of
this century.
The overweight and obese people typically get into obese and overweight adults that are
prone to chronic health issues. These health complications include cardiovascular diseases,
hypertension, diabetes, and greater predisposition to cancers (Dantas, et al., 2019). These health
complications place a great deal of burdens on national economies and healthcare systems. It is
safe to argue that policies that encourage poor eating choices and habits are undesirable. The
increasingly available high calorie foods also known as junk foods across the world makes eating
healthy food choices a great challenge.
Advertising compounds the challenge of healthy eating. Advertising especially on social
media influences the choices and food preferences, and well as the patterns of consuming these
foods. As a consequence, there is need to get deeper knowledge into how to counter the
advertisement of the obesity causing food choices especially among the youthful and children’s
populations. In the face of the rigorous advertisement, it is important to determine through
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research methods that people can explore to maximize self-regulation. With the high frequency
of advertisement on social media, it is needful to make some modifications such as the shift on
health policy that will foster preventive health, and how social media can work to harness the
healthy food choices (Uauy & Monteiro, 2004).
1.3 Rhetorical Perspective of Advertising
Visual advertising has always had important underlying elements. These elements
include the rhetorical element in advertising. In whichever form the rhetorical perspective takes
in advertising, it has two major response effects on the response of the consumers. First, is the
increased explanation and second, is a great amount of pleasure (Akbari, 2015). In terms of
cognitive psychological terminology explanation is a reflection of the extent that information in
the working memory integrates with the prior structures of knowledge (McQuarrie & Mick,
1999). Looking at this phenomenon broadly, explanation is indicative of the complexity, amount,
or the range of cognitive activity caused by a stimulus. Explanation can take two forms. The first
possible form is the imagery while the second form is the discursive thought. In the event a
rhetorical figure is visually embodies, it is only reasonable to estimate that both the imagistic and
the discursive explanation may result. The idea of explanation may readily imply interpretive
language as the extent to, which a reader interacts with a text or the amount of clarification
motivated by the inferences drawn or implied by the text. The fundamental property that all the
rhetorical figures stimulate explanation is their visual or artistic deviance.
1.4.0 Research Aim
To investigate the affordances of Facebook targeted fast-food advertisements in Kuwait,
along with the frequency and nature of the fast-food advertisements.
1.4.1 Research Hypothesis
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Facebook advertisers use algorithmic targeting to increase Kuwait Facebook users’
chances of buying high calorie fast-foods.
1.4.2 Research Methods
This thesis uses a mixed methods approach and primarily relies on qualitative methods,
including walkthrough method, content analysis, and visual rhetoric analysis. Mixed methods
approach refers to a research methodology that systematically integrates various approaches
within a single research inquiry, by integrating data analysis, collection, or discussion (Ivankova
& Creswell, 2009). This research synthesizes secondary data collating it into justifiable findings
and recommendations. Data used in this research mainly comes from published journal research
databases such as Google Scholar, Temple University Library, ProQuest, PubMed, scientific
journals, published surveys, and EBSCO databases. This methodology is suitable for the research
because of the limited time available for this research, and the ease of getting information to
facilitate quick report writing in the available time.
The research document has well-researched information to give an in-depth overview and
understanding for individuals and health policy makers in Kuwait. In the available time, the
research will apply the framework of media communications to understand and conduct the
research. This approach will promote understanding of the power of algorithmic communication
in influencing choices and determining outcomes. To facilitate a good report, this research
applies a conceptual framework approach to understand algorithmic trends in social media
advertising that is prevalent in the era of social media advertising implosion.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Seeking to appeal to the wants and demands of the consumers, marketers use technology
to gain leverage on prospective consumers. Touted as the future, artificial intelligence is at the
helm of many marketing campaigns. Marketers use AI to push their products to prospective
consumers. Artificial intelligence is currently a very powerful tool of marketing aggressively
applied by business enterprises (Stryja & Satzger, 2019). Some examples of now conventional
artificial intelligence applications include Facebook algorithms that enable organic reach to
Facebook users. According to Hitlin and Rainie (2019), Facebook algorithm controls the order,
which presentation of posts on the timelines of users follow such that users may see information
most relevant to them. Rather than seeing published content in a chronological order of how
various users present the posts, users only see information Facebook AI deems relevant.
Facebook users therefore see organic posts and advertisements created by various business
enterprises. Such posts and advertisements are pointers of targeted content based on thematic
categories.
In the artificial intelligence spectrum, there are three recognized levels, all which people
interact in many transactions and technology operations (De Bruyn, Viswanathan, Beh, Brock,
& von Wangenheim, 2020). They include assisted intelligence, augmented intelligence, and
autonomous intelligence. Assisted intelligence refers to the mechanization of basic tasks. An
example of mechanization is application of robotics in assembly lines. Augmented intelligence
takes two forms, which are the give and take forms. Here, an artificial intelligence learns from
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the input of users. In turn, people can make accurate decisions based on information churned
from the artificial intelligence. Autonomous intelligence operates independently without human
intervention. An example of autonomous artificial intelligence is the autonomous robotics or the
self-driving automobiles. The focus of this research however is AI driven advertisements.
Facebook utilizes the give and take forms of augmented intelligence. Facebook exploits relevant
content and personalization in their algorithmic formation. Facebook deploys multiple polls to
collect feedback from users to ensure the users are interacting with relevant content. Here, the
comments, “likes”, and other reactions are forms of engagement that giveaway the way people
feel about brands and products, revealing the relevance of the brands to the users. These
interactions are predictive data that Facebook uses to categorize relevance to users of the
platform. Using AI, Facebook categorizes users into common clusters of interests. The interests
form important currencies for advertisers who then direct organic messages about their products
to relevant audiences (DeVito, 2017).
Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning concerning algorithms inspired by
structure and function of the neural networks of the brain. In computing, the artificial neural
network is a system designed to simulate the human brain continuum of information processing
and analysis. The artificial neural network system is the core of artificial intelligence. This
system helps to solve problems that would prove difficult or impossible by statistical or human
standards (Arel, Rose, & Karnowski, 2010).
Facebook for Business (2020) explains how machine learning relates to advertisements.
When machine learning receives new information or data, it immediately determines the state of
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the data (i.e., the newness of the data). Without having any explicit programming, machine
learning quickly conducts complex tasks proficiently. Facebook uses machine learning system to
generate the probable actions and advertisement quality score. In order to determine the rate of
estimated action, machine learning operational models predict a specific likelihood of an
individual user of taking the desired actions of advertisers based on the advertisers’ business
objectives that the advertisers select for their advertisements. Examples of probable objectives of
advertisers include driving purchases, increasing advertisement clicks by Facebook users. To
achieve this, Facebook models consider the behaviors of Facebook users off and on Facebook as
well as other elements like the time of the day, the content of advertisement, and interactions
between users and advertisements. Some examples of users’ behaviors on Facebook, which
machine learning models consider are related activities while using Facebook such as liking
posts or opening advertisements. Off Facebook behaviors considered by the model include
activities people carry out off Facebook that business establishments share with Facebook via
Facebook business tools. Such activities include installation of an application, purchasing a
product, or visiting a mall. Machine learning also generates advertisement quality scores. The
model considers people’s reactionary feedback like hiding advertisements from their timelines,
visiting advertisements, as well as attributes that qualify advertisements as low quality. Such
attributes include excessive texts on advertisements, engagement baits, or sensational language
on advertisements.
2.1 Artificial Intelligence in Marketing Decision Making
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Most of the marketing decisions are complex. Marketers have to determine the needs and
desires of customers. After knowing the needs and desires of customers, the marketers can then
align their product offerings to the desires and needs of the customers. In the same way, having a
good understanding of the changing consumer behavior is important to arriving at the best
marketing decisions both in the long and short runs (Wierenga, 2010).
Artificial intelligence simulation and modeling techniques enable companies to achieve
reliable insight into the personalities of their customers. The artificial intelligence techniques can
help to predict the behaviors of the consumers. Using decision support systems, the artificial
intelligence system can support the decisions of marketers through up to date and real time
information forecasting, gathering, and analysis of trends.
2.2 Persuasion and Nudging to Influence Decisions
Companies are actively collecting personal information of people across many
platforms—most of the collected data remaining unknown to most. While people are surfing the
internet, cookies record every single click. Some are with consent, while others are clandestine
and without the consent of users of the internet. The companies collecting these data widely
trade these data to different organizations interested on information. Information collected
clandestinely like this is some of the information known as big data. Facebook advertisers are
beneficiaries of big data that Facebook collects through AI systems and synthesizes data of its
users, and collects user’s information from third parties. Facebook uses this data to place various
users into various clusters. These clusters are the advertising categories—also forming part of
advertising objective basis. For example, depending on people’s internet searches, malls visited,
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and advertisement clicks on the platform, Facebook algorithmic systems also known as cookies
gathers information of users and puts them in special categories—where people with common
preferences, interests, or activities are clustered together in same categories—such as outdoor
activities, or adventure groups, which advertisers can get ready market segment clusters on
Facebook information databases. “By now, there are about 3,000 to 5,000 personal records of
more or less every individual in the industrialized world” (Helbing, 2019). This statement by
Helbing indicates that every Facebook user has a price tag that Facebook commercializes and in
turn, sellers of various products cash in on. Fast food advertisers can use the information to
round up a category of prospective buyers of their products to push sales of their products and
generate revenues and profits. Such information collected about people make it possible to
determine how every person whose data these companies have feels and thinks. The clicks that
people make on the internet create unique fingerprints that identify people. Such information
reveals what people think about specific products, political parties, or their likely choices. The
internet searches reveal the possible actions people are going to take next. Some companies use
advanced artificial intelligence systems that reveal the possible actions people will make in the
future based on modeling from the data collected from people through cookies and super
cookies. When people use the internet, a file that stores the name of the website visited, and a
unique name identifying the specific user is saved in the gadget used to surf the internet. This
way, if a user goes back to the website again, it knows a user has already visited before.
Facebook applies this technique to gather user’s personal information and place them in specific
clusters in its databases—information that it sells to advertisers. Facebook has agreements with
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other partners like shopping malls, eateries, stores, and websites that also gather information of
users, which they pass on to Facebook for creation of databases for advertisements. Another
technique of information gathering is Super-cookies—a general term describing a range of
technologies used to track users permanently by putting “flags” on users’ devices or browsers to
track and collect personal information (Filings, 2011).
Predictions such as these have been working well in what Helbing (2019) says are more
than 90% of all the cases. This format of applying artificial intelligence puts people at a position
of vulnerability. It predisposes the society to manipulation and control. The modern information
technology is transforming the society into metrics that can easily generate profits. Advertisers
take advantage of the personalized advertising to manipulate the choices people make based on
the detailed information of people. The information of people are their points of weakness and
vulnerabilities. Knowing this information, advertisers used the knowledge of how people feel,
think, and respond to different situations to place their advertisements to send out appealing
messages to their target consumers, engage, close sales, and convert them into regular clients.
For example, following visiting an eatery, a coffee shop, or making an online order of fast-food
will often lead to unsolicited digital advertisements of similar products earlier purchased, similar
eateries visited, or advertisements for other coffee shops of near reach. Such is the effect of
tracking using cookies and super-cookies leading to targeted advertisements resonating with
one’s preferences (Kaushik & Prakash, 2018).
Increasingly, these approaches become effective utilizing the biases in the continuum of
human decision making as well as subliminal messages. These techniques deployed in artificial
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intelligence address the subconscious of the people so that people would not necessarily know
the reasons leading to their actions. The manipulation of the choices people make is increasingly
a concern for policy makers. Kirchgässner (2017) says that in policy making, the manipulation
of people is also “soft paternalism” or “nudging”. Under soft paternalism, entities manipulate the
decisions of people and their actions through digital devices in order to arrive at predetermined
outcomes. For example, some of the decisions include healthier behavior, environmentally
friendly behaviors, or to reach elections results desirable to the government (Sunstein & Thaler,
2014).
Marketers are behavioral scientists in nature. AI has however given them an even greater
upper hand to manipulate consumers using the nudge concept. The most vulnerable to the
marketers using the artificial manipulation technique are the consumers with developed trait of
consumerism. This category of consumers is open to new experiences and believe that they
would be better off with the greater quantity levels of their consumptions. With this openminded approach to consumption, these consumers are likely easily convinced to consume more
with good marketing strategies such as headlines and optics. Sunstein and Thaler (2014)
describe nudge as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a
predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic
incentives.” This means nudge is a technique that softly pushes people or suggests to people,
suitable choices they could make. The turning point of this technique is the choice architecture,
which stipulates that in the event that the architects establish a system correctly, they are selfconsciously moving people into directions that will make the people’s lives better. The
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technique downgrades the senses of choice in the consumers creating a relative reliance
tendency on available clues for important choices.
According to Pedwell (2017), nudge theory often seeks to improve the management and
understanding of 'heuristic' influences on the behaviors of humans, that is fundamental to
changing of people. Fundamental to human behavior is the tendency to make decisions from
available choices. In nudge theory, the main concern is the design of options, which influences
the choices that people make. The main proposition of nudge theory is to design choices based
on the way that people actually think and make decisions. Nudge theory concerns the instinctive
rather than the irrational decisions, far from the way authorities and leaders typically wrongly
and traditionally believe that people think and arrive at decisions through logic and rationalism.
In respect to Facebook advertising, nudge theory is completely more sophisticated and different
in the way it achieves changes in people than the traditional methods stipulating enforcement,
instruction, or punishment. Facebook advertisers use nudge theory to indirectly encourage and
enable user to consume their products in a way that they avoid enforcement and direct
instructions to consumers. For example, if they want people to consume fast foods, they present
them frequently on the timelines of the users. The creative advertisements apply attractive color
schemes of fast foods, which evoke mouthwatering feelings towards the advertisement in people
that interact with the advertisements for fast foods.
This theory accepts that potential buyers have certain knowledge, capabilities, and
attitudes. The theory allows people to make choices that the theory implicitly direct them
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towards. The reasoning behind nudge theory is understanding and permitting the reality of
circumstances and human tendencies (Kosters, & Van der Heijden, 2015).
2.3 Influences of Manipulative Technologies
Information technology use is changing people’s behaviors across a broad spectrum of
decisions and choices. Essentially, technology is attracting potential misuse as well. The
manipulative technology is likely to have serious consequences in the society if not already
having these consequences. Hypnotics are especially creators of undesirable trends because they
send people on unthoughtful decisions (Lorenz, Rauhut, Schweitzer, & Helbing, 2011).
Specifically, these technologies undermine an important decision-making element known as the
‘wisdom of crowds’ (Surowiecki, 2005). In order for people to make informed decisions, there
is need for some form of interdependence on decision making. In this regard, a person requires a
sufficient supply of well-educated people who separately gather and appraise information
leading to independent decisions. Technology that nudges people into some decisions increase
possibilities of mistakes in decision-making, which might have costly implications. The basis of
the information may moreover contain a considerable element of bias over time albeit gradually
such that nobody, including intelligent machines or the government might be able to come up
with reliable decisions.
In the end, these manipulations create a ‘filter bubble’ effect. Increasingly, people live in
a world of modified information. People therefore do not face information that do not fit within
their tastes and beliefs. While this makes people believe they live in a world they like, people are
likely to lose the awareness of the needs of others and their points of view. This situation leads
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to loss of constructive communication and interaction. For instance, the people are increasingly
becoming incapable of compromising for the good of their communities or countries. When
analyzing matters on various subjects, people have different opinions and employ different
words. The impact of such sharply different views is that there is very little chance of developing
a common understanding of issues (Savage, 2012). In this connection, the modern artificial
intelligence systems make it very difficult for people to make independent choices.
Facebook advertising trends are consistent with the soft nudge theory it its tendency
induce soft manipulative influence on people’s choices to stimulate high sales (Thompson,
2010). For example, a food outlet advertising fast food on the internet may separately achieve
appeal to people from different demographics. Kentucky Fried Chicken can stimulate 1000
orders of chicken per hour. Through Facebook advertising, Kentucky Fried Chicken can
advertise place advertisements targeting people in different geographical locations, people of
different interests, and people tied by cookies to its different outlets in a region. Such a wide
reach may just stimulate high sales especially when the advertisements seem to suggest to their
targets that they should eat its fried chicken. In principle, an individual can order any fast food
such as a burger or soda. However, ads by Kentucky Fried Chicken may nudge people the ads
reach that they have the best fast foods leading to successful high sales volumes. From the
perspective of consumers of the fast foods, they might not be sufficiently aware of the impact
they are jointly creating in terms of success to Kentucky Fried chicken sales targets, and might
not be aware the advertisements nudge them to buy from Kentucky Fried Chicken.
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Manipulation is a technique that incapacitates and downgrades the senses of people,
making people incapable or less capable of making their own decisions or solving problems on
their own. Essentially, the manipulative artificial intelligence systems make people vulnerable to
a point that to a great extent lose control of their judgments and rational decision-making
capabilities. Based on the manipulated decisions, the advertisers using artificial intelligence to
lower peoples’ senses are responsible for the wrong decisions made. The reason they are
responsible is because the human brain is increasingly unable to keep up with the computer
systems performance. Computer systems have greater capacities of information fast processing.
To marketers, artificial system is a godsend technology because the manipulative effects
of the artificial intelligence driven marketing reveal great substantial returns on investment.
Artificial intelligence harnesses the information of the consumers by gathering their information
over time. Powered by the speedy and efficient analytic systems, the artificial intelligence
creates optimal opportunities for harnessing solutions to marketing problems. The main
marketing problem is to have consumers choose specific products put out by the marketers to
generate the greatest volumes of sales. While at it, the artificial intelligence maps out the
products, which when pushed to certain demographics, will be irresistible. The point of targeting
the vulnerabilities of the consumers is to find them at their weakest point when they are not able
to make independent decisions. The systems reduce subsets of populations to reduce the
frequency of independent decision making. With the wisdom of crowds rendered useless, the
marketers can easily push their products down the throats of the consumers who are then unable
to decide. Even when the consumers try to reason out and make decisions, the wisdom of crowds
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is already at a compromised level and predisposed to making decisions desirable to the
marketers.
2.4 The Prevailing Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Advertising
Advertisers such as McDonalds already know what their customers want even before
they order, thanks to artificial intelligence driver advertising. Today, advertisers are investing
millions into technology driven by artificial intelligence. McDonalds for example uses the
nudging concept of advertising and marketing their offerings to consumers. Nudging as already
seen from various literature is a method used by advertisers to take away the decision-making
power from the consumers. Companies are being very strategic with their advertisements.
Keenly focusing on technology, advertisers have programs for strategic marketing focusing on
time of the day, weather conditions, products acquired, and other data extracted from specific
consumer’s trends of consumption. McDonald’s chain currently has digital boards for
advertising. These boards are pre-programed strategically at points of sales. For instance, on a
hot day, the boards splash advertisements of soda rather than coffee. When a passerby sees these
advertisements, they get the compelling urge to take cold sodas to help them cool off. After
conclusion of the transactions, the screens flash other menus of recommended products that
nudge the customers to probably sample, or order more of the products befitting the conditions
of the day (Yaffe-Bellany, 2019).
Advertisers are continually using complex mechanisms to reach out to consumers and
influence them on acquisition of certain products. Internet shopping is undergoing a revolution.
On one hand, consumers construe internet shopping experience as a convenient method of
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shopping. On another hand however, advertisers and retailers are looking at internet shopping as
an opportunity to nudge the consumers into pre-programmed trends. The advertisers are using
personalization and algorithms to push consumers to acquisition of their products. Drive through
shopping especially for food items are becoming very poplar around the world. Most of the drive
through outlets are fast food merchandising outlets. To optimize on the shopper’s convenience
experience, these outlets lurk within the consumers gadgets to vigorously market their products.
They collect the data of consumers of their product and use the information gathered about their
consumers to advertise their products to the consumers. Some stores use the Bluetooth devices
used by their clients to track the movements of their shoppers. The companies through this
system of tracking consumers then send personalized emails or texts to recommend the products
that the consumers checked and did not acquire. These personalized advertisements nudge
people from becoming prospective into actual consumers of products. For example, fast-food
advertisements tend to upsell—and this means that the advertisements offer consumers extra
options that may go with the advertised meals—such options include free drinks, and desserts,
which may be most profitable parts of the advertised meals.
2.5 Kuwait and Consumption of Fast Foods
Fast foods consumption is now global phenomenon especially among the young
generation. Fast food sellers are luring more and more young people and middle-aged people
into consumption of fast foods. Overall, across different demographics, fast food consumption is
an ever-increasing menace (Vaida, 2013). However, the attraction of young people into
consumption of fat foods is an important subject of interest. Especially of interest in this
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research the effect of fast-food consumption on health outcomes. Of even greater interest is the
role of advertising on this ballooning consumption of fast food.
In emerging economies like Kuwait, there is a huge proliferation of fast-food
consumption. The fast-food consumption is firmly embedded in the restaurant industry in
economies such as Kuwait. The main system of proliferation in the restaurant system is the
franchise business system, which provides footprints of major fast-food retailers from the first
world in the emerging economies. The high consumption of fast foods in emerging economies
has an implication on the health of the consumers (Haven, 2015). The buying behavior of fast
foods is not entirely under control of buyers because of nudge technique deployed gives biased
information that positively reinforce and indirectly suggest that people choose the advertised
products in ways that influence behaviors and decision making of individuals and groups
(Hansen & Jespersen, 2013). Social media advertising campaigns push the consumers to make
buying decisions based on cleverly crafted advertising messages that nudge the consumers to
keep buying more of the fast food. They are not in control of their purchasing decisions. Instead,
the advertising messages subject the consumers to a form of decision helplessness.
2.6 Facebook Advertisement Targeting in Kuwait
Facebook (2021) documented a case of targeted advertising campaign conducted in
Kuwait. In this advertising campaign, there was partnership between an entrepreneur Eid
Almujaibel, targeting to sensitize and increase online purchases by Kuwaitis, since Kuwaiti
people presented very poor online purchasing tendencies. Instagram and Facebook performance
specialists, The Rocket Marketing. The entrepreneur and the Rocket Marketing were cognizant
of the poor culture of online purchases in the Middle East than other market regions and so they
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adopted a campaign approach to guide people through steady engagement, and educating the
people through valuable video content in a period leading up to Black Friday.
The Rocket Marketing and the entrepreneur applied broad targeting strategy in Kuwait
for a flurry of video advertisements sensitizing Kuwaitis on online businesses and online
purchasing that they optimized to run for 15 seconds. They created mobile friendly formats of
these advertisement videos. The designed the advertisements with subtitles that passed the most
important message even if the sound was off. After enough people had engaged with the video
advertisements, the marketing team created similar audiences for other markets in Middle East
region with the broad targeting approach (Facebook, 2021).
Afterwards, they created custom audiences of Kuwaitis that had earlier engaged with
their Instagram and Facebook posts using Facebook pixel—a JavaScript code, which allows
people to track activities of website visitors. Special focus was on people who had interacted
with the posts by way of comments, saving the posts, asking questions, and messaging the
entrepreneur. They developed custom audiences on various segments like purchase intent. The
entrepreneur re-targeted these audiences through six sales funnels that deployed further video
advertisements, which targeted deepening engagement with them and highlighting the
entrepreneur’s business in a friendly manner. Facebook sales funnels are techniques designed to
capture interests of users and nurture users until such a time that they are ready to commit
through purchasing. For example, Facebook advertisers use relevant messages that appeal to
users at different stages in consideration for purchasing, to gradually prod users closer to
converting them to purchase advertised products (Facebook, 2021).
By the end of two weeks, The Rocket Marketing and Eid launched a sales campaign with
advertisements that offered 60% discount. The entrepreneur created a series of advertisements
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featuring a call to action to purchase. People who had interactions with earlier advertisements
showed high intent of purchase and there was an overall great performance related to the
advertisement in positive response from the targeted audiences. Over time, the entrepreneur
switched from video advertisements after noticing better performance with picture
advertisements because people were already familiar with his business and the products
(Facebook 2021). Over the course of the campaigns, Eid was able to adjust budgets when he saw
specific ads or country audiences performing especially well. He also switched off video ads
during the final conversion phase when he noticed that photo ads were performing better, since
people were already familiar with him and the product. According to Facebook, these targeted
advertisements earned the entrepreneur five times returns on monies spent on two-week
advertisements campaigns. For the Black Friday campaign he ran, the returns were fifteen times
the expenditures put on the campaigns for the Black Friday offers. Compared to previous
campaigns, he saved 80% per thruplay compared to previous advertisements he ran. Thruplay is
a Facebook technique where Facebook bills advertisers only for videos that ad targets watch
entirely or for at least 15 seconds of the advertisements, whichever comes first. Facebook is
responsible for delivering such advertisements to users that are likely to watch such
advertisements entirely or a minimum of 15 minutes (Speckhard & Ellenberg, 2020). Facebook
therefore carries the burden of sending out such advertisements to the right audience resonates
with advertisers’ products.

2.7 Nudge Marketing and Targeted Advertising on Facebook
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Advertisers on Facebook have their “markets” or “targets” that they seek to sell make
their products popular and sell their products. They can target very specifically such as by
geographical location, education level, or income level. Other targeting options available to
advertisers include gender, age, job title, preferences, and much more. There are limitless
options for targeting consumers. Targeted advertising refers to placing advertisement for specific
categories, of products created for audiences belonging on the categories (Juels, 2001).
Soft pushing of customers to make certain choices is the explored most strategy of
advertising used on Facebook. Nudge marketing is a clever marketing tactic, which in place of
facing the consumers head on with call to action, pushes the consumers gently towards the
actions that the marketers want using soft cues. Essentially, nudge marketing is a strategy used
not only to influence the consumers, but to decide for the consumers that they need to consume
the products of the advertisers. Nudge marketing influences consumers by manipulating when
and how the advertisers present information to their target consumers. Through this strategy, the
marketers steer the consumers towards the purchase and consumption behavior they are hoping
the consumers adapt. The subtle promotion of the choice the advertisers want the consumers to
take, people gravitate towards the consumptions even without noticing (Petit, Velasco, &
Spence, 2018). Typically, in the case of fast foods, the outlets want consumers to consumer
larger portions repeatedly. The Facebook advertising therefore in this case predisposes
consumers of fast food to mindlessly get into frequent patterns of consumption because the
messages the advertisers hypnotize the consumers make them feel that these are the best
consumption decisions that would give the consumers value for money.
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Nudge marketing has a very strong theoretical basis. Nudging has been vastly in use in
politics for decades. The underlying reason for nudging people is to alter the behavioral patterns
of people predictably while hoodwinking people that they retain their independence to make
choices. In practice, the social media advertisements are dedicated nudges that encourage people
repeatedly to make predetermined choices. The nudges help to boost sales to the advantage of
the outlets selling fast foods (Tan, Lv, Liu, X., & Gursoy, 2018). Facebook advertisers apply
several strategies to nudge their targets for fast food sales.
One of the strategies applied is the cognitive ease nudge. The thinking behind this
strategy is that people need the impression of seamlessness of processes (Weinmann, Schneider,
& Vom Brocke, 2016). When advertising, advertisers on Facebook use a pretty intuitive method
of marketing their products. In this strategy of marketing, people are highly likely to indulge in
performing simple tasks than they are likely to perform difficult tasks. This way of thinking
applies to purchases of a product or signing up to any service. Fast foods consumers are easy to
nudge into continuous successive consumptions. Nudging does not apply coercion, but applies
the principle of free choice. When people are hungry, the advertisers use the time element to
hypnotize them with the advertisements for fast foods on Facebook. At the point when people
are hungry, the most immediate need is to satiate their hunger for food. On the side, these
consumers have a choice to make. The first choice is to buy healthy food portions, or go for
grocery and prepare food at home. The second choice is to buy fast food. Fast food is typically
tastier and cheaper than the healthy choice of foods. Additionally, fast food is always ready to
eat. Faced with these choices, young people who are mostly conscious of time and finances are
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likely to choose the cheaper option, which is fast food. Facebook fast food advertisers know the
possible barriers to consumption of alternative food choices. A brilliant side of cognitive ease
nudge for the advertisers is that they figured out the potential difficulties perceived by their
customers. As such, they deploy artificial intelligence driven algorithms to subtly drive the
consumers towards choosing fast foods. They therefore send out subtle cues like sensory
information like appearance and texture to the consumers that they ae aware of these concerns
and thus eliminate a big barrier that stops the customers from avoiding their products. Fast foods
lower their prices and serve generous portions to their clients with offers such as ‘terrific
Tuesdays buy one get one free’ offers that keep their customers endeared to the products.
Another nudge strategy is the embedded nudge. This form of hypnosis works through
embedding a desirable act into the user flow of the website of an entity or in this case, social
media site (Warberg, Acquisti, & Sicker, 2019, November). This is a common method used by
advertisers on Facebook. The advertisers package messages of certain products on the Facebook
timelines of their target consumers following their algorithmic predeterminations. For example,
one hour from midday photos even video snippets of tantalizingly appearing fast foods will
continually flash on the homepages of the users of Facebook. These pop ups identify the nearest
fast-food joints and flash the offers when people are likely hungry. The same strategy applies to
soda. Far from the trends in the past, this strategy uses subtle yet very powerful advertisements
that algorithmically attune to the wants and vulnerabilities of the people seeing the
advertisements. The advertisements even make the offers better by suggesting fast deliveries of
the products to the location of the client. This way, advertisers are using information collected of
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people using artificial intelligence to have them hooked to the advertised fast foods. Needless to
say, because of the high sophistication and accuracy levels of the user’s data collected through
artificial intelligence, the products advertised to the targets are within their financial reach of
affordability. These subtle advertisements score majorly against the free will of the product
consumers.
The third type nudge used by the social media advertisers is the social aversion nudge.
Facebook advertisers count on the consumer’s fear of missing out to attain their advertising and
sales targets (Caraban, Karapanos, Gonçalves, & Campos). The advertisers take advantage of the
social networks of their consumers. This is especially highly applicable to young people. Eating
at some food joints especially the western fast-food joints seem a classy or trendy affair thanks
to some advertising depictions. Young people are highly sensitive to their image and often want
to catch up with the latest trends. Facebook advertisers know about this mentality of catching up
with the latest or the most fashionable trends of consumption. The advertisers leverage the fear
of missing out on the latest elite trends of food consumption. In turn, the fear of missing out
creates a perceived scarcity, which powerfully triggers the consumers. Naturally, humans are
averse to losses—as with the young generation, the desire for loss aversion at all costs is even
greater than the desire of the young people to acquire gains of consumption of a product. Hence,
as long as fast food from Starbucks is trendy in Kuwait, the loss aversion fear outstrips the
negative health outcomes of consuming fast foods generally known to be unhealthy foods. The
advertisers therefore create scarcity in certain forms. The advertisements make the fast foods
seem exclusive. Sometimes, the advertisers create time limited offers for the fast foods. And,
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sometimes the advertisers can send out information that the fast food is running out. All these
strategies are powerful nudges that make people swing into quick action to acquire the products.
The social proof nudge is another strategy deployed by the advertisers. The technique
applied by advertisers related to this nudge is that people behave like a pack of animals. Hence,
people are fond of following the crowd. In relation to the fast-food consumption, the advertisers
may portray that majority are consuming their products. The fast-food outlets may also show off
the high traffic to their businesses on social media including the Facebook likes, follows, and
interactions with their customers. Sometimes they even feature ‘as seen in media’ features in
their advertisements and send out newsletters to consumers. Additionally, they showcase
endorsements from various influencers on their Facebook timelines. Similar to the embedded
nudging strategy, the social proof has been attracting sheeplike follows and subscription to
products of some fast-food outlets. The seeming popularity sends a message of a strong brand
and product position that many would want to associate. The information provided might not
necessarily be true. However, the most used feature here is the customer reviews, which adds to
the perception of the credibility and superiority of the products or businesses.
Lastly, the nudge used by the outlets is the authority nudge. Ordinarily, people have
some form of trust or fanatic following of ‘experts.’ The subliminal reference to expertise or
authority liking gives a good foundation for a good nudge of the consumers. An example,
Kentucky Fried Chicken has been in business for several decades. In their sales, they mention
authority and expertise through certain quotes and testimonials—they mention Colonel Sanders,
a successful American businessman famous for founding the fast-food chicken restaurant
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chain—Kentucky Fried Chicken and subsequently acting as the company’s symbol and brand
ambassador. These proclamations mention properly selected statistics that promote the image of
the organization. The perception people have of statistics especially statistics indicating success
or deep knowledge are symbols of authority to the consumers. Even though this may not steer
people directly into taking a specific action, it will still nudge people to trust and engage with the
products advertised.
2.8 Conclusion
The literature above shows the proliferation of Facebook advertising into people’s lives.
Greater concern is on the effect of social media advertising that takes away the autonomy and
decision-making power of consumers according these powers to the Facebook advertisers. The
literature thus illustrates that artificial intelligence algorithms have effectively changed the face
of marketing. Most marketers are adopting artificial intelligence, collecting customer
information and taking advantage of the customer vulnerabilities to meet their sales demands.
Consumers on the other hand have all their senses reduced because the social structures they use
to make objective decisions are also under the spell of artificial intelligence algorithms.
Artificial intelligence is the leading technology behind Facebook advertising success because it
greatly inflects the senses of the people and nudges them to make predetermined decisions
desirable to the advertisers and retailers. Facebook has access to algorithmic technologies
needed to execute hypnotic-like responses from consumers to make purchases guided by the
advertisers. The advertisers exploit Facebook users by predictive analytics that improve
sustainability of sales of fast foods to the detriment of the health of the consumers (Jelenchick,
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2008). Users of Facebook have no choice but fall into the entrapment of the algorithms that
guide them to consumption of unhealthy food choices. To the advertiser, the returns are great
because they generate sales and move volumes in exchange for money. To the users of Facebook
however, the algorithms lead them to habitual consumption of fast foods, and most dire to loss
of good health. Putting all this information together, it appears that marketing researchers and
managers know and exploit artificial intelligence as a pathway to manipulation of consumers.
This thesis addresses the effects of Facebook advertising of food choices to Kuwaitis using
Facebook and the effects of these choices on their health outcomes. The building blocks of the
study consider social media marketing as a function that exploits psychology, computer science,
sociology, and algorithm to attain precise wants of the advertisers and sellers from an extensive
interaction with technology—leading to the following specific three lines of questioning for this
research thesis.
2.9 Research questions
RQ1

What affordances are available to Kuwaiti fast-food vendors that engage targeted
advertising on Facebook? Affordances as used here implies properties of Facebook
advertising, which show Facebook users actions they could take. Users ought to
perceive affordances without considering how to use advertised items.

RQ2

What is the frequency and visual composition of Facebook fast food advertisements in
Kuwait?

RQ3

How do visual compositions and presentations of Facebook fast-food advertisements
facilitate targeted advertising in Kuwait?
2.9.1 Research Gap
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Facebook advertising embodies the concept of attention economics. According to
Lanham (2006), attention economics refers to information management approach, which treats
human attention as a rare commodity, and adopts economic theory to unravel various problems
of information management. Modern technology—especially social networking sites have
contributed to creation of an attention economy by hacking users’ instincts to get users hooked
onto their screens. From Tinder, Twitter, to Facebook, the digital world is where many people
resort to go and find most things—from products to purchase, people, machines, magazines,
books, food, or popular culture that help people understand the world. Currently, people live in a
digital economy where their attention—consciousness—is now a valuable yet scarce commodity.
When powerful tools hijack attention of humans, myriad outcomes are at play such as social
media dependence or social media addiction. Advertising on social networking sites like
Facebook is an attention economics phenomenon that is fast becoming popular. In scholarly and
entrepreneurial spaces, there are information gaps concerning returns and suitability of social
media advertising as a means of maximizing reach to consumers with proportional returns on
investment. White and Jain (2020), discussed internet advertising on key themes such as market
power, advertising, platform, and misplacement. Central to their argument, White and Jain
(2020) claim that online advertisers are prone to over advertising on one hand and on another,
tend to misallocate advertisements across sites. Based on these findings, this research seeks to
investigate through this line of questioning, and possibly bridge the gap that limits efficient use
of Facebook advertising by companies seeking to make decisions on Facebook advertising in
Kuwait. Understanding this gap helps to inform the growing decision regarding using Facebook
for advertising.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
This thesis uses a mixed methods approach and primarily relies on qualitative methods,
including walkthrough method, content analysis, and visual rhetoric. Mixed methods approach
refers to a research methodology that systematically integrates various approaches within a
single research inquiry, by integrating data analysis, collection, or discussion (Ivankova &
Creswell, 2009).
3.1 Content Analysis
To answer research question one, I applied a content analysis method. Content analysis is
a tool of research used to determine the presence of certain themes, words, or concepts within
some qualitative data. Using content analysis, it is possible to analyze the meanings, presence,
and relationships like certain themes, concepts, or words (Riffe, Lacy, Fico, & Watson, 2019). In
this research, I considered powerful image presentations, catchy headlines, unique advantage of
advertisers, call to action, and possible outcomes of ads on Kuwaiti Facebook users.
The second research question was about frequency of Facebook advertisements. Here,
content analysis considers the number of times fast food advertisements appeared on Kuwait
Facebook timeline. Advertisers often deploy various approaches to maximize reach out to target
markets. Content analysis helped me to carry out a daily count of fast-food advertisements that
appeared on Kuwaiti Facebook at specific times of the day—specifically just before afternoon to
late afternoon, and early evening to late evening. According to Neuendorf and Kumar (2015),
content analysis is an analytically grounded method, explores processes, predicts, and infers
intent. Using content analysis, I was able to identify and document patterns of fast-food ads on
my Facebook timeline. Content analysis is an important tool as proven in this research where I
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was able to draw conclusions about fast food advertisement appearance, their presentations, and
possible outcomes of these messages on ad content presentation (Stemler, 2015).
In order to carry out content analysis, I systematically collected data from sets of visual
and written texts of advertisements on Facebook, with a focus on interpretation and
understanding of the data. I sampled only fast-food advertisements that appeared on my
Facebook timeline using the convenience sampling method. Convenience sampling refers to a
method of collecting samples through taking conveniently located samples (Sedgwick, 2013). In
this thesis I collected fast-food adverts that appeared on my Facebook timeline. I took
screenshots of fast-food advertisements that appeared on my Facebook timeline while using the
application. For the five-day sampling period between 2/23/21 and 2/27/21, I used Facebook
every day between 11 am and 3 pm, and 6 pm and 9 pm. While using Facebook, I snipped fastfood advertisement images each time they appeared on the appointed Facebook usage times. I
tabulated the number of advertisements I saw on my timeline every appointed period and
arranged the snipped pictures in a sheet corresponding with the time observed for reference of
analysis.
To gain a clear qualitative understanding of how advertising on Facebook conveniently
placed fast-foods as the meal options of Kuwaiti Facebook users, I observed the qualities of the
advertisement such as color scheming or coding of advertisement pictures. This strategy helped
me to identify common trends applied by the advertisers in visual presentation of the
advertisements. Later, I sought to understand the meanings of the color coding of these
advertisements to develop understanding of the targets and intentions of different fast-food
advertisements presentations on Facebook.
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Since content analysis is applicable to a very broad textual range, it is applicable in a
variety of ways to achieve several possible objectives. Some of these objectives include finding
the patterns and correlations of how advertisers communicate concepts. Content analysis also
helps to facilitate contextual intentions of institutions, people, or groups by revealing different
frameworks of communication over different settings. Eventually, content analysis helps to
analyze the outcomes of content of communication like information flow directed to target
audiences by advertisers (Carley, 1990).
Content analysis was ideal for this research for several reasons. One of the benefits of this
method was inconspicuous collection of data, which allowed me to conduct this research in an
investigative format. I was able to analyze social interactions and communications without
directly involving advertisers in this study. This capability was important for the research
because my presence or participation as a researcher did not sway or influence the outcomes of
the research. This method allowed flexibility because I was able to perform the content analysis
from my location, and at a low cost because all I needed were the appropriate resources for this
study. Content analysis was an ideal method for this research because it helped me conduct the
research despite the limitations of Covid-19. I was not able to survey participants because of time
limitations, and threat of the infectious disease. However, through content analysis, I was able to
remotely complete my research.
Advertisement frequencies outlined in table 1 below simplifies and reveals more about
the advertisement strategies of the companies offering fast foods. In this table, organizations like
Buffalo’s Café, Java Detour Restaurant, and Oak and smoke deploy very aggressive Facebook
advertising strategy. This is clear from the frequencies of their advertisements. From these
findings, the most aggressive Facebook advertiser recorded during the period of data collection
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was Oak and Smoke with 13 appearances over the period, followed by Buffalo’s Café, whose
close rival in Facebook advertising is Java Detour Restaurant.
Table 1. Companies and Ad Frequencies

Name of Company

Frequency of Appearance

(Brand)
Java Detour Restaurant

7

Mr. Singh’s Barbecue

2

Domino’s Pizza

3

Kentucky Fried Chicken

4

Oak and Smoke

13

Lord of the Wings

1

Buffalo’s Café, Salmiya

9

Chicken Inn, Jamawar

1

Big Bear Grill

3

The results revealed companies using Facebook advertising but not aggressively like the
aggressive advertisers. The least aggressive Facebook advertisers based on the appearances noted
on Facebook timeline during the period of data collection were Chicken Inn Jamawar, Lord of
the Wings, and Mr. Singh’s Barbecue whose recorded advertisements were 1, 1, and 2
respectively. Another category belonged in the moderate advertisement appearances. They were
Big Bear Grill with 3 advertisements, Domino’s Pizza with 3 advertisements, and Kentucky
Fried Chicken that had 4 advertisement appearances.
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Food types indicated on the table 2 below indicates the types of food images interacted
with and recorded for the period of advertisement observations. These are food types do not
necessarily imply the dominant foods offered by these outlets denoting their business niches, but
indicate the interactions during data collection. From the findings, American type fast foods
dominated the images used in food advertisements by most of the outlets. There were Mexican,
Italian, and English Fast foods advertised.
Table 2. Types of Fast foods Offered by Companies

Name of Company

Types of Food

(Brand)
Java Detour Restaurant

American, English

Mr. Singh’s Barbecue

Mexican

Domino’s Pizza

American

Kentucky Fried Chicken

American

Oak and Smoke

American

Lord of the Wings

American

Buffalo’s Café, Salmiya

Mexican, Italian, American

Chicken Inn, Jamawar

American

Big Bear Grill

American

This approach had a limitation—that data collected was just from a single timeline, which
denied a chance to conduct a comparison to other fast-food advertisements and their frequencies
on timelines of other Kuwaiti Facebook users.
3.2 Walkthrough Method
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To answer research question one, I used the walkthrough method. As applied in research,
this method has its foundations in the principles of Actor-Network Theory as an explicit feature
of science and technology studies (Light, Burgess, & Duguay, 2018). Actor-Network Theory
(ANT) focuses on an interactive ontology where technical and socio-cultural processes mutually
take shape (Latour, 2005). ANT distinguishes between mediators and intermediaries; the
mediators and intermediaries can be human actors or non-human actors. Here, the intermediaries
bring out meaning in a relational network while the mediators act as transformative agents
because the mediators change/alter the circumstances or meanings within a system. In the case of
Facebook, the functions and user interfaces are therefore comprehended as non-human players
that can become mediators. For instance, Facebook can take a simple piece of information
concerning a person, like the affinity of the individual to going out to restaurants, and transform
the meaning of this activity by adding an advertisement related to the profile of the user.
The other way of comprehending non-human actor’s influence is through considering the
materiality of Facebook and the affordances Facebook extends. According to Bucher and
Helmond (2017), affordance theories broadly explain the behaviors that an environment
constrains or offers to actions led by the design of a technology, eventually translating to the
influences of the design of a social site on the perceptions of users and the actions the users may
take in connection with technology.
The walkthrough method is a way to directly engage with the interface of an application
to examine the technological mechanisms embedded in the application, as well as the cultural
references of the application to understand how the application guides users and shapes the
experiences of users (Light, et al, 2018). The core of walkthrough method entails a step-by-step
observation and documentation of the screens of an application, activity flows, and features.
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Walkthrough method slows down the mundane interactions and actions, which form part of the
normal use of an application to make them noticeable and available for critical analysis.
I created a profile as an advertiser on Facebook by creating a fast-food business page.
This way, I gained access that everyday Facebook advertisers have by creating a business profile,
and uploading advertisement pictures for my business page. This process gave me the context
within a review of Facebook’s vision of advertisement, governance, and operating model. The
process gave me access to the framework of advertising enabling me to identify the correlation
between contextual elements of Facebook advertising and the technical interface of Facebook.
With attention to materiality, I was able to identify the way Facebook encourages
physical or actionable interactions with advertisers of fast foods from selecting matches, to
matching people’s activities to possibilities of purchasing fast foods. By being mindful to the
material influences of Facebook, I was able to place myself in the position of users of Facebook
advertising platform, and to imagine the range of possibilities that Facebook advertisers use to
influence the choices of the users. Also taking the position of an advertiser, I was able to go
through the paces available to advertisers. I was able to create a business page on Facebook from
where I could issue paid advertisements to see the advantages that Facebook advertisers have
over their target markets.
Owing to the technological architectures of Facebook being a form of infrastructure for
advertisers, I chose to examine Facebook as an infrastructural system. According to Star (1999),
infrastructures are largely invisible components. Star says that this is true in the sense that, as
people pour water into a glass, for example, people rarely take time to consider the delicate
systems of plumbing involved in the delivery of water. This same principle applies to the users
of Facebook. Typically, Facebook users tend to overlook the screen sequences and the icons that
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are integral to their daily Facebook activities. Typically, Facebook is a representation of a closed
platform that comprises controlled systems that organize activities and are commercially owned
(Plantin, 2016). Taking cue from this orientation, I went to the background and posed as an
advertiser to get a glimpse of the organization of Facebook as a platform of controlled systems to
attain commercial objectives. The infrastructure model of the Facebook platform makes it
possible to examine Facebook using techniques of infrastructure studies. According to Star
(1999), it is sensible to come up with an ethnographic sensibility to examine hidden or closed off
systems. To achieve this, Star (1999) suggests various approaches such as observations, literary
analyses, and analyses of systems. I therefore used the central walkthrough method technique,
which involved getting into the Facebook advertising application as an advertiser by
incorporating ethnographic observation and coming up with field notes. Through establishing
Facebook’s expected use environment, I was able to interact with Facebook’s advertisements
(ancillary media) and related materials (advertiser’s choice options). This approach enabled an
infrastructural overview of Facebook by making the Facebook system of actors accessible and
available for analysis.
3.3 Visual Rhetoric
To answer research question three, I used the visual rhetoric approach (Paul & Perreault,
2018). Just as the name suggests, visual rhetoric relates to a pictorial and representational view.
Visual rhetoric exigencies were especially important in this research because of the material
objects and images used by the advertisers. One of the reasons for using the visual rhetoric
approach is the pervasiveness of visual symbols and their impacts on consumers (Foss, 2005).
Visual artifacts are a major part of the rhetorical atmosphere. As such, ignoring the visual
rhetoric and focusing on written or verbal means alone will only imply a miniscule
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understanding of the symbols that affect people concerning the effects of Facebook
advertisements, and that affect people’s choices every day.
With the recognition of symbols as central human experience, visual rhetoric is a very
important concept. Visual rhetoric enhances recognition and understanding of visual choices
made in creating and advertisement or presentation. Observing and writing about different
elements of an advertisement enhance better understanding of the artistic object as a whole.
Rhetorical analysis is essential because it promotes looking at objects, in this case the
advertisement presentations, and analyzing their possible effects on the audience. Rhetorical
analysis reveals emotional impacts on target audiences (Mehta & Guzmán, 2018). This is
especially true because human experiences occur on a broad-spectrum range, which is not always
available by studying discourse. As explained by Scott (1994), spatially oriented human
experiences are also non-linear, multi-dimensional, and dynamic. Sometimes, the only way to
explain these experiences is through visual imagery, or through other symbols that are nondiscursive. In order to comprehend and articulate these experiences, it is important to focus
attention on such kinds of symbols.
In the "The Rhetoric of the Image", Barthes (2003) examines the semiotic nature of
images and ways that images function to pass specific messages. He points out that visually
transmitted images include non-coded iconic and coded iconic linguistic messages. There are
two dimensions for categorizing visual rhetorical images, which are visual structure and meaning
operations. Meaning operations refer to connections and relations between visual image
elements. Visual structure on the other hand is the manner the visual elements are displayed.
Visual rhetoric therefore studies the way humans use images in communication. These
ways include the elements of images such as shape, line, size, and color used to pass messages.
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In images, spatial positions and layout create meanings of the elements the images portray.
Images have constituting entities such as social, political, and cultural constructs. The same
image might represent different rhetorical connotations depending on the audience the image is
presented. The selection and arrangement of elements in an image ought to be used to achieve
the anticipated rhetorical outcomes and pass messages precisely to specific cultures, societies,
and audiences (Oxman, 2010).
Applying image in advertisements is a deliberate communicative decision because the
form, colors, size, and medium are each selected purposefully. A person might however come in
contact with a sign, but in the event, they have no relation to the sign, the message of that sign
might be illogical. In order to make people to conceptualize products or artifacts as visual
rhetoric, the artifacts and products have to be symbolic, be presented to an audience purposely to
communicate, and must involve human intervention (Jobling, 2015).
In doing this research, the most important reason for adopting the visual rhetoric method
was to identify the kind of visual rhetoric that advertisers adopt on Facebook to market fastfoods. My focus therefore was on using visual rhetoric as an artifact of communication as seen in
the Facebook food advertisements. Visual rhetoric in this case encapsulated the object or the
images used in Facebook advertising posts by different retailers of fast foods as they applied the
images for the purpose of Facebook advertisement communication. I considered the visual
images and accompanying wording of the advertisements as the tangible evidence of creative
advertisements, which constituted visual displays. I considered the color arrangement, forms of
the images, and other accompanying elements that communicated with the audience of the
advertisements. Overall, the visual rhetoric considered advertisement discourse that relied on
some aspects other than text of words for the construction of advertisement meanings.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the findings from walkthrough analysis on Facebook Ads
Manager—the Facebook interface provided to paying advertisers, content analysis, and visual
rhetoric on my Facebook timeline. The findings are based on the walkthrough method, a content
analysis, and visual rhetoric reading of the Facebook advertisements for fast foods.
4.1 Walkthrough Analysis
From the walkthrough analysis on Facebook Ads Manager, I found options of targeted
advertisers on Facebook. I discovered that advertisers on Facebook have several options for
reaching out to their target audiences. These options are not visible to ordinary Facebook users
who log into Facebook as a tool of communication or pastime. Fig. (1) below shows how
Facebook introduces advertisers to audience categories so advertisers can know what matters to
users, locations of users, their behaviors, and interests so advertisers can create messages that
will help their businesses grow.

Figure 1: Ad Options
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There are two major audience categories from, which advertisers can create audiences as
illustrated in Fig. (2) below.
Figure 2: Main Ad Categories

i.

Everyone on Facebook

ii.

People connected to business page

Facebook offers advertisers special categories for targeted advertising on the ads manager
where advertisers can choose special advertising categories based on the type of advertisements.
Fig. (3) below is an illustration of these special categories which include
i.

Business and Industry

ii.

Restaurants

iii.

Food and Drink

iv.

Shopping and Fashion

v.

Technology

vi.

Sports and outdoors

vii.

Entertainment
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Figure 3: Ad Categories

The Walkthrough Process
Table 3. below illustrates the walkthrough process that I conducted. From the
walkthrough analysis, Facebook advertisers’ options for targeting potential clients geographical
targeting. Under this option, advertisers can either choose a specific locality such as a city, the
whole country, an institution, or proximate areas to these locations by specific radius such as 15
miles radius of the target audience.
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Table 3. Walkthrough Analysis Process

Walkthrough Process

2. After creating a business page, choose

1. Go to Facebook ads and choose select "create "create an ad"option, which takes you to the
a page" option
"choose a goal option"

Ad Goals: Get started with automated ads, Get more food ads, Get more website visitors, Get more
messages, promote your page, get more leads
3. My Selected goal was "getting more leads." Here,
Facebook gace me options of customer information
it could provide my business like full name, phone
number, email address.

4. The next step was choosing the audience. I chose
people aged 18-40 living in Kuwait City, 40km
Governorate and selected duration which they
would see the advertisement (7 days)

It is woth noting that all these options are already predetermined by Facebook, which has ready audiences,
which it gives access to personal information of users. After selecting the objectives, an advertiser chooses
the desired audience and pays. Thereafter Facebook grants access to the desired audience and gives
feedback to advertisers on interactions users have with the advertisements.
5. The last step was making a payment for the
advertisement.

For $500, Facebook granted me a daily access to
between 8700 to 25,200 users including their
personal details with 10-30 leads.

According to Chen,Yeh, and Chang (2020), Facebook advertisers also have the option of
targeting potential clients by activities and interests. Based on the profiles of users, the activities,
places, preferred music genre, sporting activities, schools attended, and geographical locations of
work or school, are options that advertisers have to reach out to their potential clients. These
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interests on the profiles of the Facebook users are predictors of the products or food types that
Facebook users may prefer to consume.
Fig. (4) below shows other filter categories available to Facebook advertisers. These
include Relationship status, language, education, work, life events, politics, market segments,
language, and connections.
Figure 4: Ad Filters

Ready availability of these filtered activities shows Facebook advertisers the potential
daily reach of the advertisements from their business pages. Facebook has different formats of
advertising only available to paid advertisers. These are formats that define and demarcate
different target audiences. The leading determinants for Facebook advertisement categories are
the objectives and formats of advertisements.
Format determines the appearance of the advertisements on Facebook (Chen et al., 2020).
On the part of advertisers, these formats are the drivers of their advertising campaigns. The use
of Facebook as an advertising tool is discretionary on the advertisers’ part. After choosing the
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objectives, the advertisers pay and let the Facebook algorithms do the work of making their
products available to the potential consumers in the target market and aligned to the advertising
objectives selected by the advertisers. The objectives determine the goals of the advertisers—
they include informing, reminding, and persuading the potential buyers. Persuasion is the most
popular objective because it converts targets into actual buyers. The conversion advertisements
on Facebook increase product sign ups, sales, purchases, and the desired actions of the sellers.
Facebook works in an automatically optimized mode after the advertisers put up their
advertisements and pay for the advertising services. The automatic optimizations work really
well compared to other forms of advertisement like television ads because they keep showing the
advertisers’ products to the target markets (Eckles, Gordon, & Johnson, 2018).
The Facebook advertisements therefore show advertisements of the businesses to
audiences that are most likely to complete the objective of the sellers. The advertisers can
therefore select the audience they want to see their advertisements to fulfill their objectives.
Facebook uses the concept of thruplay drive up chances of advertisers successful selling by
ensuring it makes advertisements available to users that will view ads entirely to completion, or
for a guaranteed duration of 15 seconds—a strategy that optimizes chances of business success.
Facebook uses three parent advertising objectives which all serve different purposes. According
to Honka, Hortaçsu, and Vitorino (2017), these purposes include (1) consideration, (2)
awareness, and (3) conversions. The awareness advertisements help people to discover the
products or the existence of a business. This helps to build a base of prospective customers.
Consideration of types of advertisements make people begin thinking about a product, service, or
business by looking for more information about the business or product. Conversion
advertisements are those that encourage people to specifically purchase a product or service.
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These advertisements convert users by sending the people to checking the pages, or stores of the
advertisers to get the products (Facebook, 2021).
Facebook also lets advertisers have a further capability of targeting the delivery of their
advertisements under three major tools for selection of audiences. These categories are (1)
custom audiences, (2) core audiences, and (3) lookalike audiences. The core audiences of
Facebook advertising give the definition of audiences based on various specific criteria. These
criteria include geography, age, and interests. Further, Facebook advertisers have access to
custom audiences. These audiences comprise people that have been in touch with their
businesses in some way offline, or online as tracked by Facebook AI systems (Wu, Brooks,
Chen, Chen, Choudhury, Dukhan, & Zhang, 2019).
Custom audiences are people that have walked into the businesses, walked just near the
businesses, or gone into shops neighboring the business—this applies to the offline category of
custom audiences. Online custom audience comprises people that have had direct interaction
with the business online. These include people that have clicked the advertisements of the
business online, or have engaged with the business—for instance made online purchases from
the business before. As demonstrated in Fig. (5) below, Facebook advertisers have all these
clients in their databases and therefore they can keep sending their advertisements to the
timelines of these categories of targets or clients.
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Figure 5: Custom Audience

According to Dance, LaForgia, and Confessore, (2018), Facebook has a feature called
“off-Facebook Activity”, which is a new privacy feature that allows users to view websites that
have been interacting with Facebook and sharing Facebook users’ personal data with Facebook
illustrated in Fig (6) below:
Figure 6: Off Facebook Activity

When users log into the websites, using their Facebook accounts, the websites pass over
personal information of users to Facebook. Fig (7) below indicates that even when users switch
off the off-Facebook data collection feature, Facebook can still collect their data through third
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party players such as marketing companies and other businesses contracted by Facebook to
collect and share data of patrons for future targeted advertising.
Figure 7: Facebook A.I

The other category available to Facebook advertisers is the look-alike audiences. Here,
Facebook gives their advertisers access to a unique group of prospective clients. In this category,
Facebook grants access to people sharing mutual interests with the best clients of the advertisers.
For example, advertisers can make their advertisements available or visible to mutual Facebook
friends of some of their good clients or repeat clients. These different ways help the advertisers
to increase their advertisement footprints in a burgeoning scale. In literal sense, therefore, out of
one client, Facebook advertisers can be able to reach out and market their products to hundreds
of other users of Facebook who are not necessarily their clients (Facebook, 2021).
Facebook lets the advertisers use their platform to define their audiences to help the
advertisers achieve what Facebook refers to as smart advertisement targeting. One of the
strategies deployed here is the location of the target market. Under the location, Facebook is able
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to localize the advertisements in different communities, cities, and countries where an advertiser
wants to conduct business. For instance, if Starbucks opens up an outlet in Kuwait, it is able to
advertise its products to specific locations within Kuwait. For instance, the location algorithm of
Facebook is able to localize certain advertisements around the city centers, around campuses, or
around certain communities (Su-Jin, 2016). Some notable categories specific to Kuwait, are
industrial companies with several workers, learning institutions, major mosques, learning
institutions, government offices, and hospitals. These locations returned high traffic of potential
fast-food targets. Figure (8) below shows an estimated daily ad reach to between 8700 and 25200
prospective consumers of fast-food.
Figure 8: Advertisement Traffic Estimate

Another option available to advertisers for defining the target audience in the behavior of
customers. Using this feature, the advertiser is able to target their advertisements to the behaviors
of consumers. For instance, the behaviors adopted in using devices or the prior purchase
behaviors determine what advertisements that the advertisers push to their clients. Demographics
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is another element the advertisers use to define their target audiences. Advertisers can therefore
be able to choose their audiences based on the education, age, gender, and the job titles of the
prospective customers. This feature gives the advertisers the leverage of keeping track of the
people their advertisements are reaching, however, Facebook does not share information that
personally identify the targets in this category (Van den Broeck, Zarouali, & Poels, 2019).
Interests is another metric that advertisers can use to define their target audiences. Under
this parameter, the advertisers are able to use the hobbies and interests of the people it is seeking
to reach (Facebook, 2021). Hobbies and interests resonate with certain age groups, and also help
to reach a wider market of a variety of people across different interests and activities. For
example, gaming, music, and sports resonate with younger populations as hobbies. With this
capability, the advertisers are able to reach people using targeted advertisements. For example,
people interested in organic foods will likely encounter several advertisements of organic food
vendors on their Facebook timelines. People who express interests in going to food sampling
events or like the Facebook page of a fast-food joint are likely to encounter several
advertisements by other advertisers of junk foods.
Connections is another method used by Facebook to present targeted advertisements.
When an individual likes the Facebook page or event, advertisers offering products similar to
what a Facebook user already liked are likely to get their advertisements to the timeline of the
person. Additionally, friends of a person will also likely get advertisements visible to the
individual based on their connection on Facebook. Advertisers can also use this feature to
exclude people of certain demographics that are not their target audiences. Advertisers can also
use connections to get their products to new audiences (Blue Corona Marketing Solutions,
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2020). Fig. (d). shows the basis for inclusion and exclusion using considerations like age, gender,
relationship status, country, region, page likes, and activity.
According to Ubozhenko (2018), advertisers have an upper hand over visitors to their
sites. Facebook has a feature it offers to its advertisers known as the Facebook Pixel, which it
uses to automatically create a customized audience based on the categories mentioned above.
With the Facebook Pixel feature, the advertisers are able to show their targets targeted items of
the advertisers. These include the product catalogues of the advertisers and advertisements for
items that the people previously viewed of the advertisers.
4.2 Content Analysis
I subjected the frequency of fast-food Facebook advertisements on my timeline to a timed
tally. The time intervals I chose were between 11 am and 3 pm, and 6 pm to 9 pm. I recorded my
findings in a tabular form and took screenshots of the advertisements. Table 4. below shows the
observations of advertisements made on my timeline on days, and times recorded.
Table 4. Fast-food Advertisements Recorded on Facebook Timeline

Time
11 am-3 pm
6 pm-9 pm
Total

Thursday
6 Adverts
4 Adverts

Friday
Saturday Sunday Monday Total
5 Adverts 5 adverts 6 adverts 5 adverts
27
3 Adverts 2 adverts 4 adverts 3 adverts
16
10
8
7
10
8
43

From the observations made, there were more advertisements on Kuwaiti Facebook
timeline, between 11 am and 3 pm than there were between 6 pm and 9 pm. Over the five-day
period, I observed 10 fast food advertisements on the first day, 8 fast food advertisements on the
timeline on the second day, 7 fast food advertisements on the timeline on the third day, 10 fast
food advertisements on the fourth day, and 8 fast food advertisements on the fifth day of the
observations. Cumulatively, between 11 am and 3 pm, the fast-food advertisements I observed
were 27, while between 6 pm and 9 pm, the fast-food advertisements I observed were 16. This
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shows that the peak of the fast-food advertisements from the observations was often between 11
am and 3 pm.
4.3 Visual Rhetoric
This element sought to understand the art of photographic communication by advertisers through
visual elements such as typography and images. Using this rhetoric, I looked at the images used
in the advertisement and captions used in the advertisements that appeared on my timeline for
the period of the research. The advertisements had various elements of creativity applied by the
advertisers. A common feature of the advertisements was the visual appeal of all the
advertisement posters and images. The advertisements had an overall positive outlook about the
fast-food products advertised. For example, Fig.(9) below is an eye-catching image of fast food,
which creates a positive appeal to advertisement audiences creatin higher chances for purchase
of the product. The advertisements contents varied in messaging and imagery evoking different
Figure 9: Eye catching fast-food
advertisement

impressions to various target groups of consumers and different consumer needs.
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Figure (10) below reads, “special chicken tikka, tender, juicy, and delicious.” Figure 3
has the caption “we deliver.” These messages appeal to different consumer needs across the
spectrum of targeted consumers.

Figure 10: More Creative Chicken Ads

.
The image on the left slice will appeal to people who prefer tender, juicy special chicken
tikka, who also prefer dine-in services. The advertisement on Figure 3 will appeal to consumers
that want the fast foods delivered to them. A common element of these advertisement pictures is
the pleasant look and color of the fast foods. These pleasant images can potentially evoke desire
to consume the fast foods advertised. The contents of these advertisements relay pleasant visual
presentation and additional information that can potentially evoke purchasing action from people
who interact with the information based on the ability of the additional information to appeal to
specific needs of potential consumers. The contents of the advertisements make prospective
clients hopeful and enthusiastic about getting the products. The advertisers also attach the
advertisements to occasions. These two advertisements demonstrate the concepts of macrosuasion and micro-suasion. Macro-suasion is the element of value proposition, while micro66

suasion relates to conversion. The advertisements present products where presentation is an
element of value proposition. The additional information denotes the micro-element, which
answers the question “why a client should buy the products.” The additional information about
the juicy and tenderness of chicken tikka, dine in, and the delivery option for the fast foods in
Fig. (11) below represent the conversion element of the advertisement into sales and target
consumers into buyers. These advertisement tactics demonstrate how Facebook advertising can
Figure 11: Marva's Chicken.

increase chances of users consuming the fast-foods advertised on their timelines.
Information on the advertisement in Fig (11) christened the fast food “party food.” The
caption of the advertisement was, “Are you looking for party Food? MARVA'S CHICKEN
WINGS is perfect for any occasions. Birthday, Christening, Anniversary, Graduation, Wedding.”
This advertisement outlined various needs attached to memorable events that consumers often
hold. The caption of this advertisement creates a memorable advert line that increases chances of
immediate or future purchases. For instance, after interacting with this advertisement on
Facebook, users who interact with the advert may in future when holding events with chicken
wings on the menu, may recall and resort to purchase wings from Marva’s chicken outlet,
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courtesy of the party package ad placed by Marva’s Chicken outlet. This advertisement
demonstrates how Facebook advertisements promote possibilities of fast-food consumption.
As appears in Fig (12) below, advertisements were well created and stood a chance of
sticking in conscious and subconscious of the mind because of the enticing color combinations,
Figure 12: Tasty Burgers.

headline captions already seen above, and well edited images that appear attractive and
memorable, as intimated by Panigyrakis and Kyrousi (2015) that colors increase visibility,
legibility, and memorability of advertisements. This advertisement is captioned, “Enjoy the
Colonel, Zinger, & Double Crunch Burgers at 25% off when you order from Uber Eats. Offer
ends today.” This advertisement has an interesting color combination of red, yellow, green, and
white, which create a comforting image of burgers. The red color and the advertisement headline
attract attention creating both memorable and urgent needs to act. The limited time offer of the
25% discount creates an appeal that can elicit immediate purchase because it creates impressions
of urgency and scarcity. Impressions from this advertisement demonstrate how Facebook
advertising increases the likelihood of consuming fast foods. A possible impact of the discount
offer could be Facebook users who have never or who are not regular consumers of burgers can
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take advantage of the discount to try out the burgers. First time consumptions may lead to
frequent later consumptions.
The appearances of the advertisements were highly visually convincing. The nuances of
the advertisements had both explicit and implicit impressions as explained in Fig. (13) below
from their element of psychological appeal for the immediate moment and implicitly causing
impressions of possible scarcity. From observing the advertisements every day, I became
familiar with some of the fast-food outlets and was three times tempted to go and sample some
of the fast foods that I came across to have a taste of the fast foods prepared by ingredients that
seemed very creative to me. As demonstrated below, messages of the advertisements were
Figure 13. Advertisement offer campaign

simple such as advertisements that informed the audience of offers whose campaigns were
ongoing. Fig. (13) had a running campaign for shakes and cakes. From frequent interactions with
these offers, I sampled out the shakes and cakes offered demonstrating to me that frequent
exposure increased chances of making purchases, at least for me. As demonstrated in Fig. (14)
below, other advertisement images passed on more complex messages, which only the visual
recognition was able to decode about the products that were on offer such as generalization,
reasoning capabilities, recognition, and association. For example, some of the images appeared
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Figure 14: Burger ad.

so tempting that it was possible for the audience to infer that because the images and the product
advertised by the images were the same thing, the images were giving an actual or real taste and
color of the fast foods advertised.
This advertisement image of a burger looked surreal and tempting. This burger raised my
curiosity on how it tasted. I imagined that it was very delicious, and I desired to sample it. The
only reason I did not sample it was because of the advertising location being quite far from my
residence. I however have plans to sample in the near future. Advertisements are powerful
marketing tools because they create impressions that increase chances of actual consumption of
advertised products. Audiences of advertisements infer the possible tastes of fast foods and
intrinsic benefits from the images provided by the advertisers. The images that appear very
attractive give positive impressions of the fast food and therefore appeal greater to the appetite of
the consumers. These appeals create an immediate need to savor or taste the advertised fast
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foods. The viewers of the advertisers infer the good qualities portrayed in the advertisements of
the fast foods.
4.4 Implications for Attitudes
The central objective of this study was the mechanisms and infrastructure behind
Facebook targeted advertising, and the content of the ads, for fast food and effects on dietary
choices of people in Kuwait. Research questions concerned the categories of advertisement
options for advertisers that need to advertise in Kuwait, the frequency for the appearance of fastfood advertisements on personal Facebook accounts for Kuwaitis, and the content of the
advertisements appearing on the timelines of Kuwaiti Facebook users. Interaction with Facebook
fast-food advertisements increases chances of making favorable purchase decisions based on the
information presented by advertisements on the interface to make the purchase decisions of the
fast foods. By extension, these findings show that availing fast food on their Facebook timelines,
Kuwaiti’s develop significant chances of purchasing and consuming fast-foods. Facebook
advertisements influence the health outcomes of the young Kuwaitis. According to Leung, Bai,
and Stahura (2015), when people have an experience with advertisements on Facebook, there is a
corresponding likelihood to develop an attitude towards a particular page on Facebook or
advertisement. Based on the attitude developed—positive or negative increases the intent of the
consumers to make purchase of advertised merchandise or decline further interactions with the
product advertised. Equally, Yang (2012) asserted that visually appealing advertising messages
provided on Facebook platform increase the positivity in the attitude of the users of Facebook
towards products or brands and the intentions of making purchases.
From the walkthrough analysis, Facebook contains a wide range of advertising
categories, and also interactive elements that targets of advertisers interact with on their
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Facebook timelines to promote sales and product information. Facebook advertisers can create
blogs, albums, newsfeeds, pop-up advertisements and discussion fora on their business pages.
These are other avenues that enable the advertisers to elicit reactions from their target consumers
on the interfaces of the business pages and visible to consumers and targets. These interactions
from the point of view of advertisers are incentives. From these interactions, the potential
consumers are capable of developing more favorable attitudes with certain brands as well as
greater intentions to make purchases related to the brand advertisements on Facebook (Rau, Gao,
& Ding, 2008). As such the repetitive exposure to fast food advertisements on Facebook,
interactions, and incentives have a tendency of establishing greater favorable attitudes towards
the brands that potential target markets are exposed to.
The frequency of the appearance of fast-food advertisements on Facebook depicted the
effects of some characteristics in the behavioral attitudes driven by the appearance of Facebook
advertisements of fast foods. According to the findings of the research, advertisement on
Facebook was most effective when users spent longer hours on Facebook. The longer the time
spent on Facebook, the greater the likelihood for interacting with targeted fast-food
advertisements. Every login session on Facebook had instances of fast-food advertisements
appearing on the timeline. The greatest frequency of advertisements appeared between 11 am
and 3 pm. Even though there were appearances between 6 pm and 9 pm, cumulatively the
daytime advertisements outnumbered the late evening advertisements appearances. Behind these
appearances of advertisements on Facebook in the fashion observed, there is a logical
explanation and perception. According to Crosman (2008), from the advertisers’ perspective, the
frequent appearances of the advertisements on the timelines of their targets would allow them
more time for interacting with the advertisements. People of youthful age have greater affinity
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towards performing multiple tasks concurrently and mobile devices, which may predispose them
to continuously be on the move, while at the same time keeping access to the internet to
communicate, socialize, or find news, as well as being on the lookout for consumer information
that can help them to make purchase decisions. The appearance of a greater number of
advertisements before midday and early afternoon hours explains that the programming of the
advertisements sought and involved timings when the targets of the advertisements were very
needy and vulnerable. These midday and afternoon hours coincide with timings when most
people are breaking from engagements and are likely hungry.
This study established that the young Kuwaiti people that continually access Facebook
more passively facilitated the increased interactions with advertisements for fast foods on the
platform. This is a reasonable inference because the format of advertising on Facebook allows
different advertisers to access timelines of users placed in specific categories. This finding aligns
with the findings of Chandra, Goswami, and Chouhan, (2012) who discovered that regular
Facebook users are exposed to higher frequencies of interaction with advertisements. The
frequent contacts with advertisements on Facebook increase chances of purchases and
consumption.
Facebook advertising infrastructure increased the probabilities of potential buyer-ad
interactions commensurate with objectives that advertisers desired from their chosen
advertisement objectives. With the arrangement of the advertising targeting categories, repeated
exposure to advertisements, the intent to purchase increased among the potential buyers of the
fast foods. According to Edwards (2011), the intention of purchasing by potential clients on
Facebook is higher than other modes of mobile advertising resulting in higher-than-average
clicks on the advertisements. The reason for this phenomenon is the interactive nature and the
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glitzy presentation of Facebook advertisements. It is therefore apparent that Kuwaiti Facebook
users had increased likelihood of interacting with fast food based on data I collected from
Kuwait Facebook timeline leading to greater chances they might consider the available fast food
products.
4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
Facebook user’s reactions to advertising have been subject to extensive research.
Exposure to advertising sometimes evoke immediate or deferred purchase decisions of specific
brands, because they draw attention and perceptions of consumers to the products depending on
the presentation of the advertisements. Consumers reactions towards advertising are arguably
efficient measures of effectiveness of advertisements (Yoo, Kim, & Stout, 2010). Facebook is an
important medium that is moving rigorous advertising and targeting to the online space of
(Rodgers & Thorson, 2000).
The advertisements on Facebook were consistent with priming. Under the theory of
media priming, advertisers use information outside the consumer’s media awareness to create
familiarity. Media priming processes information fast, automatically, with very little effort and
only includes the effects of the prime that are beyond the targets’ conscious awareness in a
systematic and controlled manner with great sophistication (Hoewe, 2020). According to
Roskos-Ewoldsen, Roskos-Ewoldsen, and Carpentier (2002), priming is the effect of some
proceeding event that seeks to stimulate reactions of targets. The ubiquitous nature of Facebook
among a majority of the Kuwaiti youth offers advertisers of fast foods better chances of priming
the youth to increase their chances of patronizing the advertising businesses.
In the nature of the fast foods’ advertisement on Kuwaiti Facebook, timelines, the
Facebook algorithmic formats dictating the advertisement categories explored both short term
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priming (for example the priming of hunger thoughts) and long-term priming (for example the
criteria for getting food when hungry by scrolling through Facebook to check the nearest fastfood outlets). Priming explains how Facebook users understand and interpret the advertisements.
The attractive food images induced impressions satisfaction from consumption of the fast foods.
In turn, this priming gives fruitful results to advertisers because the Facebook users will develop
high chances for cravings for the advertised foods, they have seen on Facebook leading to greater
chances they would purchase and consume the fast foods. When these chances convert to actual
purchase and consumptions the effects are health outcomes associated with the consumptions.
Facebook advertisements have a wide reach. A possible effect of the advertisement
presentation may easily sway the food choices made by the youth because the repeated nature of
frequencies of the fast food’s appearances creates an impression that these are the main food that
people may order from Facebook. Facebook gives advertisers of fast food a lot of comprehensive
information enabling them to target thousands of consumers daily, provided advertisers can
spend money to access data of users.
From the walkthrough method, more money spent on advertisements grants the
advertisers even greater reach to potential consumers. Advertisers use various tactics frequently
to reach out to the consumers as they market the fast foods. These approaches include claims of
nutrients or health, freebies and offers, bright and eye-catching color combination and
photography of the advertised fast-foods, memorable headlines and catchphrases, exclusive
prizes, discounted prices, and use of celebrities as spokespeople in the advertisements (Turnbull
& Wheeler, 2016). These strategies leave impressions of familiarity with the products, and
increase the yearning of the advertised products in the minds of consumers. In subsequent
encounters, in the event Facebook users see the advertisements or the products, which in reality
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they had never had an experience or taste before, there is a sense of familiarity with the product
from the advertising exposure. This level of familiarity increases the chances of consuming the
product or purchasing it based on the feeling of knowledge of the products.
Facebook advertising evokes increasing, positive possibilities of initiating purchases of
fast foods among the Kuwaitis youths targeted by the advertisements. Advertising on Facebook
might stimulate fast food choices both consciously and subconsciously. Fast food advertisers
advertising content can determine the food choices, and portion sizes by virtue of them
marketing fast food in predetermined sizes—which might be too big against quantities that
people actually need leading to excessive consumption that is not necessary, which might cause
adverse health outcomes.
Facebook advertising algorithms pay attention to detail to lifestyles of users. From
information collected by Facebook algorithms, advertisers focus on their marketing on relevant
themes to their targets. Visual appeals and taste utility are some impressions explored by fast
foods advertisements. Advertisers also target people based on purchase tendencies. According to
Symphony (2013) millennials are yet to establish enduring consumer behavior patterns because
they have limited financial resources. From my walkthrough analysis, majority of Kuwaiti
Facebook users are millennials, evident in Fig (c). Consumers in this category therefore have a
tendency of purchasing different brands on sale, rather than sticking to preferred brands, which
would inhibit their purchase opinions. This assertion by Symphony (2013) vindicates the
decision by various fast-food brands to make large expenditures of their advertisement
allocations on marketing communications done on Facebook.
Facebook advertising has the greatest chances of motivating purchasing decisions of the
Kuwaiti youth population. When users log in on Facebook, chances are that they might
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encounter targeted fast-food advertisements. The underlying reason is that Facebook provides
advertisers with users’ information and against on and off-Facebook activities. This explains the
incidence of several advertisement appearances on Facebook timelines repeatedly creating
interactions with the advertisements. These interactions increase the chances of actionable
purchase moves from the advertisement audiences.
This research also revealed from the walkthrough analysis that Facebook profile updates
gave the Facebook managers the advantage of favorably increasing their chances of closing sales
to Facebook users. Users’ Facebook timeline updates provided the Kuwaiti Facebook advertisers
with metrics and social plugin that they could use to target the most active Facebook users
through their marketing communications, which may improve chances of users making
purchases (Facebook, 2014).
According to Symphony (2013), if advertisements are mobile friendly, it becomes easier
for advertisements to permeate the profiles of users, increasing the access to the advertisements
by Facebook users on their timelines. The resultant high frequency of access and contact with
advertisements increases the incident purchase of the fast-food products advertised on the
Facebook timelines.
Frequent exposure to advertisements increases the favorable purchase intent and actual
purchase actions among the advertisement’s audience. The youthful population is especially a
profitable target population/market since as Symphony (2013) states, millennials, are willing to
put into explorative purchases. Their increased exposure to Facebook increases the rate that
savvy organizations target them with inundating advertisements. Carrillat, d’Astous, and
Grégoire (2014) assert that Facebook advertisements are mostly appealing to the eyes purposely
to attract attention of potential buyers and increase favorable acceptance of marketed products.
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The application of visually appealing advertisements creates a high likelihood of stimulating the
interactions with the youthful population, which might result in actualization of purchases.
The categories on Facebook provide information on demographic and usage information
concerning how users have been interacting with posted advertisements, the business pages, and
related marketing communications posted by the business establishments (Facebook, 2014).
With this sophisticated accountability system, the marketers are able to increase their marketing
efficiency in targeting the youthful populations even more by using the demographic and usage
elements identified in the advertisement categories, which will then result in favorable reactions
to the advertised products.
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CHAPTER 5:
CONCLUSION
Facebook advertisements increase possibilities of Kuwaiti Facebook user’s consumption
of fast foods health outcomes related to consumption of fast foods. The rising cases of obesity
among the youthful population in Kuwait is partly attributable to the proliferation of numerous
fast-food joints in different strategic locations of the country and the resultant increase in
consumption of fast food by young Kuwaitis. In a study by Shaban and Alkazemi (2019) seeking
to find out the trends of fast-food consumption in Kuwait, they found that 81.4% of college
going students in Kuwait consume fast foods frequently—more than twice every week. In the
study, 54.8% of the men were obese compared to 38.7% of women. The research also reported
that the biggest motivator of the repeated consumption of the fast foods was taste of fast food at
46.7%. Owing to the high trends in obesity in the country, my research sought to determine how
the youth got to know about the fast foods because high consumption of a product implies rigor
in advertising and outreach to the market. I sought to know the role of social media in the high
consumption of fast foods. I narrowed my research down to the role of Facebook advertising on
the rising consumption of fast foods in the country and the rising national scourge of obesity and
related health outcomes like hypertension and diabetes among very young people—a trend that is
relatively new in the country.
Fast-food entrepreneurs are taking advantage of food selling psychology to increase sales
of fast foods in the country as this was an outstanding feature on the Facebook advertisements
for fast foods that I interacted with during the research. According to Kemps, Tiggemann, and
Hollitt (2014), the exposure to food advertisements primes the cognitions related to food and
triggers people’s motivation for eating. After exposure to food advertisements, people develop
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the desire to eat. The researchers said, “there was a positive association between accessibility of
food-related cognitions and reported desire to eat, following priming with television food
advertisements” (p.1192). Facebook advertisements therefore likely increased priming with the
fast foods.
Facebook advertisements I encountered all applied food selling psychology. All the food
advertisements had bright colors incorporated in the images used. According to Brang, Kanai,
Ramachandran, and Coulson (2011), overall, people find bright red and yellow colors highly
attractive. Bright red colors heighten people’s awareness because of the association of red colors
with danger, while yellow colors have close associations with happiness and sunshine. Fast food
advertisers incorporate red and yellow colors in the advertisements to draw the attention of their
targets to the advertisements or deals they are announcing. The color combination of yellow and
red draw the eyes to the advertisements like a magnet. The radiating yellow and red colors create
the impression of joy and happiness. These colors combined with advertising taglines evoke the
immediate need to eat the fast foods advertised prompting people who access these
advertisements to begin looking for the advertised fast foods. The brain is also hardwired to seek
delicious savors like sweet and fatty foods. The sight of these images triggers the idea of eating
and sometimes makes the mouths of people that interact with these advertisements to water. The
priming effects of the advertisements is very sophisticated. It is more than just the creative
advertising images. Instead, it is about priming by creating pre-familiarity with the products,
color priming, and appealing to the hardwired brain towards sweet and delicious tastes. The
advertisements therefore downgrade the conscious abilities of the ad targets to make
knowledgeable decisions about the foods they consume. In the end, people indulge in
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unconscious eating trends and habits that on face value seem not to be harmful. However, deep
down, they have extremely terrible effects on the waistlines and health of the consumers.
Facebook advertising is an active agent in the attention economy because of its wide
reach, precision in delivering relevant ads to targets of businesses, and being a medium where
sellers of products can pitch to their target markets. These features enabled by Facebook portray
it as an attention medium. Advertising is an essential economic activity that companies spend
billions of dollars every year. Such colossal investments imply that the average person is
potentially exposed to numerous commercial ads every day—attempting to raise potential
consumers’ attention (Marwick, 2015).
Facebook advertising plays an important role, which is creation of salience—that is the
prominence of a shop or a brand in memories of consumers. Facebook therefore promotes
economics of saliency, that is increasing the memorability of shops or brands. Since Facebook
advertisers cannot purchase attention economy with money, they pay or information service
offered by Facebook in return for attention of prospective consumers of their products. With the
high numbers of consumers using Facebook daily, it is fueling attention economy. Facebook
achieves fueling attention economy because it provides advertisers of fast food in Kuwait with
reliable and repeatable process, which helps advertisers to engage more effectively with their
target audiences. Facebook advertising captures attention of potential consumers with
omnichannel and retention marketing techniques on consumers’ gadgets. Facebook provides
timing and location of suitable consumers of advertisers’ products to the advertisers with control
over their own messaging. This way Facebook offers advertisers using its platform two attention
dimensions namely intensity and duration. Intensity here refers to the quality of attention during
a specific period of time, while duration refers to the quantity of attention. Combined, attention
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and duration afford higher impact with earned marketing (Goodwin, Griffin, Lyons, McCreanor,
& Barnes, 2016).
Considering the question of affordances and outcomes of targeted fast-food advertising in
Kuwaiti Facebook, the platform offers two major elements that earn businesses robust marketing.
First is opportunity for high quality ad content. Advertisers are able to use Facebook to convey
valuable information to Facebook users with presentations that grab the attention of users.
Secondly, Facebook provides advertisers effective information distribution channels. Facebook
deploys segmentation by distributing ad information to various categories of customers that are
most likely to take up the marketing message positively.
5.1 Limitations and Future Research Directions
The research has certain limitations, which lends itself to further research. The research
did not make inquiries with Facebook users. As such, it is proper that further investigation with
Facebook users to determine whether there is a difference in how Facebook advertisements
influence their food choices. Further, there is need to carry out research to find out effective
change measures that can counter the effects of these Facebook advertisements on the food
choices made by Kuwaiti Facebook users. The research only focused on the possible effects of
the advertisements, whereas future research could focus on the attitudes of the consumers on the
fast-foods, as well as investigating other widely used social networks like Instagram, Twitter,
and YouTube. Affective and cognitive attitudes require further research because the consumers’
first need to have awareness and information of the products of an organization, and the
development of satisfactory emotional bonds before they can be able to develop possible
behavioral activities.
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APPENDIX:
WALKTHROUGH ANALYSIS
Audience Insights

Figure 5. Introduction to Facebook Audiences

Audience Categories

Figure 6: Audience Categories

Option for Creating an Audience
Facebook allows for creation of a specific target audience in a specific region such as a
neighborhood, a city, a country, or a specific geo-location. I was able to create an audience in
Kuwait based on various interests as in the snippet below.
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Figure 7: Advertisement Categories

Filter categories available for audience targetting

Figure 8. Filtered Categories

Creating an Advertisement
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Relationship status, language, education, work, life events, politics, market segments, language,
connections

Figure 9: Advertising Starting Point

Created the Business Page

Figure 10: Created Business Page
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Created an Advertisement: Here, there are several objectives, which one has to choose depending
on the objectives of the business

Figure 11: Chose Ad Goal

Facebook Provides Customer Information to Advertisers
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Figure 12: Choosing Target Clients Information

Figure 13: Types of Users Information Shared by Facebook

Advertisement for getting more leads on Facebook
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Figure 14: Advertisement Reach

Figure 15: Ad Scope
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Getting more food orders Advert

Figure 16: Reach to Users who Order Online

Figure 17:Off Facebook Activity
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Figure 18: AI Algorithms Explained
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